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Introduction:  A Bride for Chubbernut 

Chubbernut, Bullywug bard at heart, is much to his dismay crown prince to the throne of the 
Bullywugs, a position which also comes with the responsibilities of high-priest-in-waiting at the Temple 
of Ramenos, God of the Bullywugs.  Born of a loftier mind, Chubbernut has long harbored young hopes 
to travel the swamps of his people, contemplate the lotus flowers that adorn the lily pads that span the 
farthest fens and, in short, experience living the life of an aesthete as should be the right of every 
crown prince prior to assuming the throne, be they man or frog.  However, Chubbernut’s father, the 
regal and esteemed Chuckernut IV, has fallen gravely ill, and shows no sign of recovery.  It appears that 
fate holds an early ascension to the throne for young Chubbernut, a destiny not at all of his choosing.  
Naturally, Chubbernut rebels, but his protests fall on the deaf ears of his bed-ridden father and the 
assembled court of ministers and priests. 

Chubbernut must be made king and soon, lest a discontinuity in the ruling family line of the 
bullywug occurs.  There is, however, a complication most dire.  Bullywug society prohibits the rule of 
unmarried kings, who have too many issues of the realm to occupy their time, without worrying about 
identifying a proper mate through which the family line can be propagated.  Thus, Chubbernut must be 
married with all haste.  A Bride for Chubbernut must be found! 

What fair bullywug lass in all the kingdoms wouldn’t trade her mundane life to live as a queen at 
Chubbernut’s side?  Oh, if the solution were so easy.  But the demands of a bullywug queen are not so 
trivial.  Eggs, she must produce, by the hundreds, year after year, for the royal army is exclusively 
stocked with the king’s spawn, under the time-tested belief that utmost loyalty is found only within the 
family.  Spending the entirety of one’s fertile years almost continuously impregnated is not a fate 
envied by today’s independent-thinking bullywug females, who dream rather of careers in fashion, or 
worse yet, politics!   

To complicate matters, Chubbernut professes an aversion to “arranged marriages”.  His refined 
thinking prompts him to seek his soul-mate according to the most absurd mammalian concept of 
“romantic love”.   

“A frog,” shouts King Chuckernut, “takes whatever princess he can get!”  The old frog slams the 
royal scepter against the stone floor of the throne room, in which his bed has been installed, with as 
much force as his withered arms can muster. 

“Not this frog!” whispers Chubbernut in humble but obstinate reply.  “I will not concede to a 
marriage of convenience.  This frog’s heart beats only for one in whom my deepest croaks will 
resonate.” 

There is no dissuading the young prince.  Even threats of finding an alternative successor fail to 
persuade Chubbernut to yield to an arranged marriage.  A parade of lovely frog-lasses hop before the 
prince, hoping to catch his eyes, with an alluring leg or a particularly fetching display of warts, but 
Chubbernut refuses to rescind his oath to remain true to his true love, wheresoever she may hop.  At 
their wit’s end, Chuckernut seeks the advice of the court sorcerers.  The assembled conclave of wrinkled 
and saggy throated bullywugs pray to Ramenos, Lord of the Bullywugs, for guidance in this manner 
most crucial to the Bullywug people.  One among their number is possessed by the Frog-God.  He leaps 
impossibly high and in the throes of divine ecstasy communicates to the court the solution to their 
problems.   
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Chubbernut must make a pilgrimage to the grotto of Jöelle, a human mystic and sybil of great 
renown, especially in the area of love interests.  There she will reveal to Chubbernut through her secret 
arts of divination the identity of his true love.  Once identified, the bride will be fetched and Chubbernut 
can marry his true love in a timely fashion before the passing of his father, so that he will be properly 
qualified to become king and high-priest.  All this must be accomplished as quickly as possible, owing to 
the father’s increasingly poor state of health. 

King Chuckernut has hastily assembled a team of expert adventurer’s to assist Chubbernut in the 
acquisition (some would prefer to call it wooing with extreme prejudice) of a bride.  This party is 
charged with protecting the crown prince on his journey to Jöelle, facilitating the interaction with Jöelle, 
such that she identifies Chubbernut’s true love, then collecting the bride and rapidly returning both she 
and Chubbernut to the court. 

What the court does not know is that Jöelle does not dispense advice cheaply, though she accepts 
no payment for her services.  Jöelle is a firm believer in “true love” and will only unite two who are 
“pure in heart”.  Thus any who seek her services must prove the purity of their love to Jöelle’s 
satisfaction before she engages her skills as a first class prognosticator and psychic match-maker.   

Upon arrival at Jöelle’s humble grotto, the pilgrim (for that is how Jöelle perceives each querent that 
approaches her) must pledge to empty his (or her) heart of all exterior motives and devote himself (or 
herself) to the pursuit of undiluted love.  Once such a vow is made, Jöelle will lay out fifteen cards on 
the table separating herself from the pilgrim.  The cards are placed in a five by three grid face-up.  Each 
card depicts a happy couple, which is pictured at the beginning of the first fifteen delves described 
below.  These cards include (1) the elves, (2) the dwarves, (3) the human royalty of the west, (4) the 
east, (5) the north, and (6) the south, (7) the lords of the sky, (8) the lords of the sea, (9) the masters 
of the barbarian hordes, (10) the cultists, (11) the snakes, (12) the trolls, (13) the extra-planar overlords, 
(14) the vampires and (15) the damned. 

Each of these cards is magical.  When Chubbernut touches one of the cards, he and the party are 
instantly teleported to the home of the couple in the cards.  Each of these couples owes some debt to 
Jöelle, which obliges them to participate in these tests, but some of the couples are not entirely immune 
to the temptation to kill and/or devour a tasty frog and his compatriots during the course of the tests.  

Each couple in the cards will set forth a challenge (the dungeon delve).  Successful completion of 
the dungeon delve has several potential rewards.  First and least importantly, any loot obtained during 
the delve can be kept.  Second, the couple will only magically teleport Chubbernut and the party back to 
Jöelle when the assigned task has been completed.  (Some of these tasks are on the other side of the 
world or even on other planes so return by other means is by no means easy.)  Third, before sending the 
party back, the couple will dispense with some relationship advice.  Presumably, the gradual 
accumulation of this advice will provide Chubbernut with the wisdom he requires to identify his true 
love. 

Thus, fifteen dungeon delves are described below.  The Dungeon Master (DM) is certainly welcome 
to use as many or as few of them as is deemed appropriate or are found interesting by the party.  Once 
the DM has decided that enough delves have been performed, a sixteenth card appears on this table.  
This card is (16) the lovers and portrays Jöelle and her own true love, Marcos, long lost to an unknown 
fate.  Although Jöelle is powerful at the art of augury, like all oracles, she is cursed with the inability to 
see her own fate.  She is denied the knowledge of what became of her Marcos, whether he met a cruel 
end in a harsh land or whether he fickly abandoned her for the first savage bride he discovered on 
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uncivilized shores.  Regardless, this card leads to Chubbernut’s true love.  Successful completion of this 
sixteenth and final delve will result in acquisition of the bride, at which time Jöelle will wish them well 
on their future life together and transport the couple and the party back to the Bullywug throne room to 
partake in the wedding celebration to follow.   

In the following delves, sufficient details are provided to allow the DM to run the delve.  These 
details include (1) a description of the couple in the cards, (2) a description of the locale, (3) a 
description of the task to which the party is assigned, (4) the individuals and creatures that will be met 
during the task, both enemies and allies, and (5) the advice that the couple dispenses after the 
successful completion of the task.  Some delves do not have maps associated with them, as the 
particular geometry of the room or terrain is not critical.  DMs who use dungeon tiles should assemble 
reasonable pieces.  A few delves have explicit treasure.  For other delves, the only reward is the love 
advice of the couple and experience points.  Each delve can provide quest experience points for 
successful completion.  There may also be experience due to the slaying of monsters.  However, in most 
of the delves, combat is not required and is even not advised since many of the opponents are of much 
higher level than the characters and can easily slay the entire party if provoked.  

Where appropriate, statistics are provided for enemies and allies encountered during the task.  
These statistics are consistent with fourth-edition Dungeon and Dragon rules, which were used by the 
authors’ local gaming group at the time of the creation of this module.  Certainly, other statistics can be 
substituted for alternate gaming systems.  In most cases, monster statistics are not provided since 
combat is not intended.  However references to the pages in the Monster Manual and Monster Manual 2 
are provided so that the DM can easily find relevant information to provide color to the encounter. 

In a module as contrived as this series of delves, there are any number of ways that a party can 
undermine the adventure.  If the party attacks the couple with the advice, the couple will kill the party 
if they possess the strength to do so or flee by magical means (vanishing in a puff of smoke) in which 
case a low-level party has no means to return to Jöelle.  As such, Jöelle should explicitly discourage the 
party from upsetting (this includes attacking) the couple in each card.  “The cards are powerful,” she 
intones in an ominous voice.  “They shall wreak a most ruinous vengeance on those who tamper with 
them.”  You get the idea.  As such, specific statistics are not given for each couple.  It should be made 
clear that these couples are experienced characters, far beyond the capabilities of a low-level party.  
Most of them, excluding Shirley and Steve, should be considered as twentieth-level characters.   

If the party attacks Jöelle or refuses to participate in the process in the manner in which Jöelle 
dictates, she lays down the sixteenth card, touches it, and disappears within it, taking all the cards with 
her.  The grotto remains empty for nine years until she returns.  The world views the party as 
incompetent louts for robbing them of the wisdom of this oracle. 

In general, these light-hearted delves encourage role-playing and hopefully laughter.  Adventuring 
parties who enjoy this aspect of role-playing games should not encounter the obvious attempts to 
sabotage the campaign described above.  Rather, such fun-loving parties should make the most of their 
important role in the search for a bride for Chubbernut. 

Finally, this delve requires that one of the characters play the role of Chubbernut, the bullywug bard, 
while the rest of the characters play his hired guards and advisors.  (They need not be bullywugs.)  As 
such, a character sheet describing Chubbernut as a first level bard is provided in an appendix at the end 
of this module. 
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1.  Lady Pelingildis and Lord Ýridhrendaer, Elven nobility of the Forest Realm 

 
Lady Pelingildis and Lord Ýridhrendaer, Elven nobility of the Forest Realm 
 

Description:  Lady Pelingildis and Lord Ýridhrendaer are classical elven nobility.  At peace in their forest 
home, they exude an aura of both serenity as well as indisputable power.  They are kindly to their 
friends and deadly to their foes.  The Lord and Lady have loved each other for time out of mind and 
have agreed to aid Jöelle in her mission to nourish instances of true love in the mortal world.   
 

Locale:  The setting for this delve is a lush Sylvan Forest in the full greenery of high summer.  The party 
arrives in an audience chamber of sorts, in which the floor is a carpet of clover, the walls are pillars of 
silver elm and the ceiling a canopy of leaves one hundred feet above.  Jöelle’s cards transport the party 
through not only space but time as well.  Thus the season of the year and the time of day in the cards 
do not necessarily correspond to the season and time in which the party arrived at Jöelle’s grotto.  In 
this case, the party has arrived at night and the light of the moon filters through the leaf canopy.  The 
Lord and Lady are alone in the chamber.  They greet the disoriented party, addressing themselves 
particularly to Chubbernut.  After brief introductions, they describe the task at hand.  Succinctly, elves 
live a long time and, during that time, their bones may start to ache.  Lady Pelingildis is suffering from 
an ailing back for which she requires some magical, regenerative bath salts from the local spa.   
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An Orc Horde 
 
Task:  The party must retrieve the magical bath salts from a local spa for Lady Pelingildis.   
 
Strategy:  Lady Pelingildis provides a bag of gold with which to purchase the bath salts.  If the party 
counts it, there are 200 gp.  Lord Ýridhrendaer orders an elven guide to lead the party to a cave at the 
edge of the forest, inside of which the spa is located.  Lady Pelingildis neglects to inform the party that 
the reason that she will not pick up the bath salts herself is that the local spa is run by loathsome orcs.  
The orcs are unusually restrained when it comes to violence because they know that no one would visit 
their spa if it had a reputation for killing its customers.  Thus, the orcs will not attack customers but 
remain generally insulting and vile, as is the case for all members of their race. 
 
The orcs, led by Spa-master Lum, are dedicated practitioners of the hard sell.  After the party explains 
their purpose, the orc and his assistants insist that the party not leave until they have sampled the 
delights of the spas themselves.  The party will likely refuse, at which point, Spa-master Lum will lead 
them to a cavern in which a dozen geo-thermally heated pools, each about ten feet in diameter and five 
feet deep in the center, are arranged. Lum tells the party to wait there for two hours or so (it takes a 
time to prepare the magical bath salts) while he retrieves the bath salts.  Lum’s intention is of course 
for curiosity to get the better of the party and have them sample the baths themselves.  Without 
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instruction, they may likely undergo some changes which Lum will then charge extravagant amounts to 
remedy.   
 
The twelve pools descriptions and effects are listed below. 
 
Pool 1.  Natural Hot Spring 
Description:  Perfectly clear hot water with steam rising from the surface 
Effect:  Relaxes the body, nothing more. 
 
Pool 2.  Blue Spring 
Description:  Opaque medium blue water. 
Effect:  Turns the skin completely blue, permanently.  No other ill effects. 
 
Pool 3.  Mud Bath 
Description:  Thick bubbling mud. 
Effect:  Add Earth Elemental to character description; automatically gains +10 diplomacy with Earth 
elementals.  (The individual has no way of knowing this.) 
 
Pool 4.  Female Spring 
Description:  Suds-covered bubble bath 
Effect:  Males who enter the spring change gender.  No effect on females. 
 
Pool 5.  Boiling Spring 
Description:  Pool filled with clear boiling water 
Effect:  This is normal boiling water.  A hand dipped in it takes 1d4 hp damage.  Temporary immersion 
results in 2d10 damage.  Prolonged immersion results in death by boiling. 
 
Pool 6.  Healing Spring 
Description:  A rose-scented pool of cool, clear water 
Effect: Immersion in this pool heals 1d10 hp every five minutes. 
 
Pool 7.  Sulfur Spring 
Description:  A pool of yellowish water from which the stench of rotten-eggs rises 
Effect: Immersion results in stinking like rotten eggs for the remainder of the day.  Clothing is 
permanently affected. 
 
Pool 8.  Algae Spring 
Description:  A pool of murky water covered in a thick layer of green algae.   
Effect:  Immersion in this pool imbues one with the plant-like ability to slowly regenerate hps (1 per 
hour) when exposed to direct sunlight.  (The individual has no way of knowing this.) 
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Pool 9.  Body Swapping Spring 
Description:  A vivid, oily sheen lies over the surface of this clear pool. 
Effect:  When two characters simultaneously enter the pool, they switch bodies.  If one character enters, 
there is no effect.  If the same two characters, exit and return to the pool, nothing further happens.  
However if one of the characters enters with a third character they switch bodies.  If that third character 
then enters with the other of the first two characters, then that first character will have his own body 
back.  (It is possible to go through a logical sequence in which no two of the same characters enter the 
pool and everyone ends up with their original body, but the party has to figure this out.) 
 
Pool 10.  Shrinking Spring 
Description:  A pool with pinkish, strawberry flavored water 
Effect:  Immersion causes the individual to shrink by one foot, or to half size, if smaller than a foot to 
begin with.  There is no effect on armor or clothing.  This pool only works once.   
 
Pool 11.  Sound-Effect Spring 
Description:  A pool with pinkish, grape-fruit flavored water 
Effect:  Immersion causes the individual’s action to be accompanied by cartoonish sound effects.  
Jumping summons a “boing”, falling a “thump”, running a racecar’s “zoom”, walking a casual whistling, 
etc. 
 
Pool 12.  Tail Spring 
Description:  A yellowish pool smelling faintly of urine. 
Effect:  Immersion causes the individual to grow a tail (splitting the seam of the pants).  Roll a d12.  
1=rat, 2=rabbit; 3=lizard, 4=fox, 5=pig, 6=horse, 7=rooster, 8=scorpion (with venomous stinger), 
9=monkey (prehensile), 10=rattlesnake (with rattle), 11=skunk (with controllable stink gland), 
12=stegosaurus (with spikes) 
 
Since many of these effects are obvious, Lum will, upon his return, certainly demand payment for any 
effects he is able to detect.  He demands five hundred gp per individual per effect.  If the party refuses 
to pay, Lum will grumble, but not attack.  If the party has undergone an effect they wish to have 
reversed, Lum charges one thousand gp per individual per effect to reverse the effects of the spa.  On 
this point, he will not negotiate.   
 
If the party does not have the money to pay Lum to reverse the effects of a pool, he will not do so.  
However, Lady Pelingildis is willing and able to reverse the effects of any of the pools, if and only if the 
characters humbly request her to do so.  Arrogant or insulting characters will receive no such treatment.  
Characters who stink of sulfur will not be allowed inside the Elven court. 
 
Advice:  When the party returns with the bath salts, Lady Pelingildis shares the following advice, “One’s 
devotion must be as pure and enduring as starlight, if one wishes to walk among the constellations, 
hand-in-hand with one’s love, when the frail containers of the corporeal bodies fail.” 
 
Creature Stats:  The statistics for orcs can be found in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) on page 203.  
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2.  Auntie Olka "Small-Anvil" Bertafind and Uncle Bworfleby, Dwarven Mine 
Mistress and Master 

 
Auntie Olka "Small-Anvil" Bertafind and Uncle Bworfleby, Dwarven Mine Mistress and Master 
 
Description:  Auntie Olka "Small-Anvil" Bertafind and Uncle Bworfleby have run the Astral Crown Mine 
for well-nigh a hundred years.  They are a crusty old couple of no-nonsense miners that outwardly 
bicker with each other but share a deep and loving relationship nurtured by many shared experiences in 
the mine.  At this stage in their lives, the mine is wildly successful and their challenges involve 
expanding the tunnels and identifying the most promising veins to pursue.  Their precious minerals and 
gems obtained from this mind are highly sought through-out the civilized world. 
 
Locale:  The setting for this delve is a dwarven mine.  The dwarves are performing an inspection of the 
mine as they talk to the party.  They greet various fellow dwarven miners gruffly but affectionately as 
the tour proceeds.  The party must keep up or be left behind in the dark.  When the dwarven couple 
reaches a particular junction in the tunnels, they point to an off-shoot that descends into the darkness 
and then reveal their task.   
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Gem Golems, from left to right, garnet, emerald, diamond, ruby and sapphire 

Task:  Dwarves live to mine and sometimes they want to mine more than they are physically capable of 
themselves.  They have tried hiring other races as miners, but no one mines as well as dwarves, who 
have an indisputable natural affinity for it.  Auntie Olka and Uncle Bworfleby therefore decided to see if 
artificial beings could be made to aid them in their tasks.  Many decades ago, they commissioned a 
wizard to manufacture five gem golems—a ruby golem, a sapphire golem, an emerald golem, a diamond 
golem and a topaz golem.  These golems exceeded the dwarves’ expectations in every regard.  Being 
made of gems, they had a nose for minerals that rivaled that of the dwarves.  Though clumsy in the 
lumbering movements, they were capable of extreme delicacy when it came to extracting minerals 
from stone.  However, the gem golems proved too like dwarves in one respect.  They were not above a 
certain greediness.  It was discovered that the golems were keeping the best finds for themselves by 
incorporating stones into their own bodies.  What’s more incredible is that once such stones are 
incorporated for a year in golems, they are endowed with magical properties.  Since many of these 
stones have been part of golems for decades, they possess extraordinary powers.  There is one 
particular ruby that Uncle Bworfelby has had his eye on as a gift for Auntie Olka, but which has been 
incorporated into the ruby golem.  If a gem is fashioned from this stone and set in a ring, it is said to 
grant (or strengthen) everlasting love between the one who bestows the gift and the one who wears 
the ring.  These rings are known as Rings of Everlasting Engagement.  The task is to find the golems and 
convince the ruby golem to give up the gift.  As the party leaves the dwarves, Auntie Olka suggests that 
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if the party is successful in getting the golems to surrender two stones, one might be used as a 
betrothal gift for Chubbernut’s true love. 

Strategy:  Golems are stupid (Intelligence of 3) and gem golems are no exception.  If the characters 
don’t already know this, the DM should have Uncle Bworfleby make it clear to them.  Since the gem 
golems are also powerful (level 17), there is no way for a party of low-level characters to defeat them 
in battle.  Therefore, again, the party must rely on their wits.  Contrary to popular opinion, golems do 
have hearts, they can be swayed by a story of true love that will blossom if only the golem would be 
willing to part with one of the precious stones it has consumed.  However, golem hearts are small; the 
romantic aspects of the story have to be laid on pretty thick for the golem to appreciate the story.  Here 
the DM must demand the party create a convincing story.  DM’s should not allow the party to follow the 
crazy fourth edition rules where instead of actually thinking of something clever, they roll a die for a 
skill check and simply state, “My character thought of something clever.”  That is total role-playing 
heresy and won’t fly in this campaign.  They have to actually think of a story, super-gooey with 
romance describing why they need the stone so badly.  (They need two stories if they want one stone 
for Chubbernut).  One possibility for DMs is to have a set of story-telling dice on hand (dice with random 
fairy tale elements) and require that the characters incorporate all of the rolled elements into a 
convincing romantic story.  It’s possible that the golems could produce such dice, etched with symbols, 
in order for this eventuality to occur.  Alternatively, for the stone destined for Bworfleby, the party 
could argue that Bworfleby will allow the gem golems the run of the mine if they but give up the one 
stone of interest.  While this is a more or less a lie, it is an unverifiable lie since golems can’t speak.  
They can only listen and nod their heads yes, shake their heads no, or shrug.   

Treasure:  Stones suitable for a Ring of Everlasting Engagement (+2 Charisma to wearer, +4 diplomacy 
checks, resistance to charm by all but the bestower of the gift, once (and only once), allows wearer to 
bestow a life-restoring kiss to the giver of the ring.) 

Advice:  Upon the delivery of the ruby gem, Uncle Bworfleby shares this nugget of wisdom, “Nothing 
woos a purty gal like a big, shiny rock!” 

 
Gem Golem Level 17 Soldier 
Large natural animate (construct)  XP 3,200 
Initiative  +8 Speed 6 Senses Perception +7; darkvision 
HP 336 AC 33 Fortitude 33 Reflex 24 Will  24 
Immune disease,poison,sleep Resist saves +2 Vulnerable - 
Slam (standard; at-will)  
Reach 2, +23 vs AC; 3d6+7 dam and target is pushed and dazed (save ends). 
Double Attack (standard; at-will) 
The golem makes two slam attacks. 
Golem Rampage (standard; recharge 5, 6) 
The golem moves speed+2 through enemies (subject to opportunity attacks).  When entering an ally or enemy’s 
space, golem makes slam attack. 
Death Burst (when reduced to 0 hp) 
Stone golem explodes in a burst of shattered stones.  Close burst 1; +23 vs AC; 2d6+7 dam 
Alignment  unaligned Languages  understands common 
Skills  - 
Str 24 (+15) Dex 7 (+6) Wis 8 (+7) 
Con 24 (+15) Int 3 (+4) Cha 3 (+5) 
Source:  based on Stone Golem from D&D 4th Ed. Monster Manual p. 142. 
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3.  Queen Teagan and King Aengus, Royalty of the West 

 
Queen Teagan and King Aengus, Royalty of the West 
 
Description:  Queen Teagan and King Aengus are traditional Western monarchs.  They believe in 
alleviating to the greatest extent possible the suffering of the people of their kingdom, but not at the 
expense of their royal authority.  They balance the moral responsibilities of government with their 
divine birthright to rule.  When the party arrives, they have declared a state of emergency for their 
daughter has been kidnapped.  Their thoughts are centered exclusively on the retrieval of their daughter.  
They will not spare a moment to honor their bargain with Jöelle until their daughter is rescued.  If 
Chubbernut wants their advice, he and his party must first rescue the princess, who is known through-
out the kingdom as the Peach Lass, for the exquisite peaches that only she is able to grow from within 
the royal orchards.  
 
Locale:   This delve takes place in a medieval castle.  The walls are thick stone.  The hallways are cold 
and drafty.  The prized orchard is guarded around the clock by the King’s men, though he will not admit 
as to what prize within the orchard is so precious as to warrant such security.  The DM can let on 
through a lackey who escorts the party to the orchard entrance, the mysterious nature of the orchard. 
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The peach lass and the forest witch 
 
Task:  The party must discover who has taken the Peach Lass, then rescue the Peach Lass from the 
Forest Witch. 
 
Strategy:  The party is led to the peach orchard, a garden of more than 100 trees completely surrounded 
by stone wall, where the Peach Lass disappeared.  After some inspection, they discover an opening 
hidden at the base of a tree.  The opening is small enough for man-sized creatures to crawl into.  It 
leads to a dark, dank earthy tunnel, which (after a few hundred yards of crawling in pitch black) leads 
magically to the center of a dark forest.  Not far from the tunnel exit, is an eerie dilapidated hut.  
Perhaps, it may have once served as the modest home of a woodcutter and his family, but it has fallen 
into ruin and an aura of evil emanates from it.   
 
The windows of the hut are shuttered, but so many of the slats are missing that a stealthy character can 
creep up to the house and both see and hear inside.  One can observe the Peach Lass imprisoned in an 
iron cage.  On a wooden table in the center of the room is a basket of peaches.  Pacing across the dirt 
floor, is a filthy, grotesque hag—stringy hair, warty nose, rotten teeth, the whole ball of wax—named 
Ragana.  One can listen in and discover that the witch is demanding that the Peach Lass bake a peach 
pie with what are apparently magical peaches.  Each peach possesses the property of making the person 
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who eats it more beautiful.  However, the witch is so ugly that a single peach had little effect on her.  
She is convinced that the only thing that can make her gorgeous (again, so she says) is a peach pie 
prepared with a dozen magical peaches by the Peach lass herself.  
 
There is a variety of different ways this delve can be solved.  Perhaps, a diplomatic party member can 
convince Ragana that “Beauty is in the eye of the beholder” or “True beauty is found on the inside” or 
some similar blather.  The witch has lived for so long out by herself in the woods that she is 
unaccustomed to social interaction and is consequently more susceptible than ordinary folk to 
succumbing to the wiles of flattery.  In truth, she is excessively lonely and suffers from having spent too 
much time without any human companionship.  Alternatively, the party may attempt to engage in a 
rescue based on deception.  The DM should not limit the party’s imagination in this regard.  Although no 
stats are given here, Ragana should be considered mildly powerful, but only relative to a group of first-
level adventurers.  She possesses a few paltry skills of witchery.  She has a ratty old broom upon which 
she can fly.  She has a familiar, Charcoal, a mangy old feline, wandering around the house, on whom she 
overly dotes.  (Perhaps, kidnapping the cat and exchanging it for the Peach Lass is a viable plan.)  She is 
passably good at concocting potions for easing her arthritis, an ailment from which, as chance would 
have it, the King also suffers.  (Perhaps, the party can arrange to find Ragana gainful employment as a 
court physician.)  She is only modestly faithful in keeping unholy the high holidays of the Fell Sabbath.  
One way or the other, the party has got to convince Ragana to release the Princess.  If attacked, Ragana 
will call the ruins of the house down upon everyone inside, causing 2d10 damage to everyone except 
for the Peach Lass, protected in the iron cage.  The collapse also injures Ragana herself, whose spine is 
fatally crushed by a heavy roof beam.  In this case, the DM should have the Peach Lass scold the party 
for failing to reach an amicable solution with an obviously troubled old woman. 
 
Treasure:  To those of whom the Peach Lass has a friendly impression (i.e. they didn’t argue with her 
the whole delve), she will share a magic peach from her orchard.  These are Peaches of Comeliness (+2 
to Charisma permanently, upon consumption, useable only once per character.  If a character eats more 
than one peach, all those after the first provide only the standard nutritional value of peaches.)  The 
bestowing of this reward should be done before the complication listed below. 
 
Complication:  Once rescued, the Peach Lass is certain that Chubbernut is a handsome prince turned into 
a “repulsively hideous toad-man” due to an evil curse.  She will not listen to Chubbernut’s protestations 
that in truth, this ranine form is his natural one.  A kiss is all that it will take for her to prove the truth of 
her words.  She will throw a royal hissy fit until Chubbernut agrees to the kiss.  The Princess demands 
that the entire court witness the spectacle.  Once she and Chubbernut kiss and the truth of the 
princess’s misconception is revealed, she will faint on the spot.  The father will mutter in disgust, “Get 
the frog boy and his henchmen from my sight immediately.”  In such a manner is the party dismissed. 
 
Advice:  When the Peach Lass is safely back in the custody of the King, the King will have his court 
herald read from a scroll, “Just as the health of mind and body depend upon the nature of the 
sustenance one provides, so too does the ability of love to flourish depend upon the constant nutrition 
of kind attention.” 
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4.  Samurai Hojo Takamoki and Lady Cho Aichiyo, Nobility of the East 

 
Samurai Hojo Takamoki and Lady Cho Aichiyo, Nobility of the East 
 
Description:  In the far East, Samurai Hojo Takamoki and Lady Cho Aichiyo honor the long-held traditions 
of their people. They adhere to the formal procedures of nobility.  They honor their ancestors.  They 
demand respect from commoners and they submit willingly to the commands of the Emperor.  They 
know their place well in society and it is a not a low station, though it is not the greatest.  They have 
been involved in many negotiations and the one with Jöelle is not the strangest.  When Chubbernut and 
the party arrive, this couple demands nothing from the party but directs them to ascend to the top of 
the mountain to receive the advice directly from the bodhisattva who makes his hermitage there.  
 

Locale:  The party arrives at a splendid, towering pagoda set atop a hill.  The extensive cluster of 
buildings surrounding the pagoda form the living quarters of the Samurai, his wife, their extended 
family and the hierarchy of servants that attends to their needs.  To the north of the cluster are 
wetlands full of rice paddies.  To the east, the coast.  To the west, terraced hills of rice paddies.  To the 
south, a lone mountain, at the top of which dwells the Bodhisattva Krakucchanda, Enlightened Hermit of 
the Mountain, with whom the Samurai has shared the advice that will satisfy his end of the bargain 
with Jöelle.  As chance would have it, like any respectable bodhisattva, Krakucchanda likes his solitude.
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Bodhisattva Krakucchanda, Enlightened Hermit of the Mountain 
 
Task:  Go seek advice from Krakucchanda, Hermit of the Mountain.  This requires passing various 
obstacles and tests to prove one’s worth.   
 
Strategy:  In the morning, the party is led to the foot of the Hermit’s mountain by servants of Samurai 
Hojo Takamoki.  The mountain is heavily forested, but there is a well-worn path that leads up to the 
hermitage at the peak.  The day grows increasingly hotter as the party scales the mountain.  The party 
encounters three individuals along the way.  The party must interact with these three individuals in an 
appropriate manner in order to satisfy the Hermit of the Mountain.   
 
In the first encounter, the party finds a boy, four or five years old, abandoned and crying on the trail.  
His name is Satoshi and he claims to be an orphan.  Satoshi says that he is trying to reach the Hermit so 
he can ask the Hermit to reunite him with his parents, but the day is too hot and the hill is too steep.  
He asks for the party to help him reach the hermit.  He is a small child, weighing about forty pounds, 
and must be carried piggyback.  Once he is in this position Satoshi will regularly pinch the ears and neck 
of the one who carries him, claiming that he is removing gnats and flies.  Despite repeated requests to 
stop, he will not do so.  Yelling at the child or threatening to abandon him will only make him cry.  This 
child must be carried to the Hermit, in order for the party to obtain the necessary advice.  
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In the second encounter, the party finds a strapping twenty-year man on the trail.  He is armed with 
sword and bow.  He too seeks the hermit, though he will not share his reasons.  He demands that the 
party turn back.  If the party asks for the reason, the surly, young man, who goes by the name Fusajiro, 
will tell them that the hermit only entertains one visitor each day.  Since his need is more urgent than 
that of Chubbernut’s, Fusajiro demands that he see the hermit first.  He will not attack the party, unless 
they attack first, but he will not allow them to pass him on the trail.  He will do whatever it takes to 
reach the hermit first, including running ahead.  (So a lengthy foot race may be in order.)  Also, Fusajiro 
will knock people to the ground in order to maintain his lead to the top.  After meeting Fusajiro, the 
party will encounter a partially hidden fork in the path, which appears to be a short-cut to the 
hermitage.  It leads straight up the mountain and quickly rejoins the main path, which otherwise winds 
about for a mile along a much more gentle incline.  Taking the shortcut will put the party ahead of the 
Fusajiro.  In order to satisfy the Hermit, either Fusajiro must arrive first, or if the party arrives first, then 
Fusajiro bursts in upon them, and they must allow him to present his case to the hermit first. 
 
In the third encounter, when the party is only a few hundred yards from the mountain peak, they find a 
decrepit old man hunched over with osteoporosis, walking very slowly with the use of his cane.  Named 
Ken, he also appears to be almost completely blind.  His canteen is empty and he begs the party to 
spare him water and food so that he can finish his trek to visit the hermit.  In order to satisfy the hermit, 
the party must provide food and drink to the old man.  Moreover, they must help Ken travel the last 
quarter mile to the pagoda at the top, wherein Krakucchanda resides.  If the party has already taken the 
shortcut and passed Fusajiro and they agree to help the old man, then Fusajiro will surely pass them and 
mock them along the way.  The DM should emphasize to the party that it is going to take at least an 
hour to cross this short distance with the old man in tow. 
 
The only way to satisfy Krakucchanda is to arrive with all three visitors, Satoshi, Fusajiro and Ken.  They 
must allow all three to present their cases first, with the (mistaken it turns out) impression that this will 
delay their mission by three days.  Once the party agrees to this, then Satoshi, Fusajiro and Ken will 
vanish.  Krakucchanda will announce, “You have proven your worth.  All of these travelers were me in 
earlier years.  I was Satoshi, a hopeless orphan in need of help.  I was Fusajiro, a stubborn, brash young 
man, to be accommodated until I achieved wisdom.  I was Ken, an elder hobbled by infirmity until I 
reached enlightenment and the burdens of the body fell from me.  By successfully interacting with each 
of my previous forms, you have earned your reward.” 
 
If the party arrives without any of the three people, then Krakucchanda tells them that he cannot see 
them until certain other visitors, whom he was expecting arrive.  The party should get the hint from 
that statement that they have to go help the others ascend the mountain. 
 
Advice:  Once the party has proven their worth to Bodhisattva Krakucchanda, he reveals the following 
cryptic marital advice.  “When you lie beside your wife and cannot sleep at night it is because you are 
awake in her dreams.” 
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5.  Siegfried and Brunhilde, Masters of the North 

 
Siegfried and Brunhilde, Masters of the North 
 
Description:  Siegfried and Brunhilde rightly honor the Viking life with conquest, feats of strength, 
drinking and song.  While they have made a deal with Jöelle, neither Siegfried nor Brunhilde are above 
seeking some additional recompense for their trouble.  It is a hard life in the North; nothing comes 
easily, nothing is free, so one can forgive them for what might be perceived as greed in other people.  
For them, it is merely the only way of living they have ever known.  They will share their secret with 
the ugly frogman and his mismatched company—but for a price. 
 
Locale:  The party arrives outside a wooden long-house set atop a bluff that looks out over a beach of 
stone and then a cold, dark sea beyond that.  It is night and the torches of watchmen burn bright.  
Behind the long house a well-worn trail leads through the forest where timber for both burning and the 
making of longships is cut.  Beyond the forest, the land rises to snow covered mountains.  Here the path 
is not safe due to the depredations of the mountain men, who are wild and savage, but, it is so rumored, 
happen to possess a life-giving secret that their enemies, the Vikings, dearly wish to possess. 
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Yetis possessing Magical Icicles of Life-Giving Elixir 
 
Task:  Obtain Magical Icicles of Life-Giving Elixir from the Yetis. 
 
Strategy:  The party must set out from the Viking settlement.  The DM should emphasize that the 
temperature is bitterly cold.  While the party is traveling the path through the forest of pines, the trees 
provide a wind break.  However, once the party hikes several miles through the snow and emerges 
from the far side of the forest, they are stung by the whipping wind.  They find large humanoid 
footprints leading from the path off to the nearest mountain.  They can follow this trail another hour 
until they reach a cave.  Inside this crude dwelling, two yetis dwell.  Careful listening at the cave 
entrance reveals their presence, for they are powerful enough that they make no attempt to be quiet, 
especially in their own home.  The cave itself is simple and is not heated.   
 
The party may decide that stealth is the best way to obtain these icicles.  However, the DM should have 
the stealth fail.  Once confronted by the daunting power of the yetis, the DM should have the party 
squirm under the threat of violence before the yetis reveal that they would have willingly shared the 
icicles with the Vikings, except that they are never invited to the Viking opera house and these 
particular yetis do so love a good opera.   
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Therefore, the party is obliged to create and perform an opera for the yetis, before they will relinquish 
the Magical Icicles of Life-Giving Elixir.  The yetis provide a scroll with the opera written on it, but key 
words are blurred.  In order to maximize kid-sized fun, the DM can have the party help create the text 
for the opera using the tried and true Madlib approach.  The base text for the opera is “Dream Song 14” 
by John Berryman (1969).  For the edification of readers, the original text is reproduced here, after 
which a Madlib version is provided.  The party must provide the missing words, then the party must 
render the poem in opera to the satisfaction of the Yetis.  If the party does not on the first go round 
give the poem full throat, the yetis demand that they repeat the performance until they get it right or 
no magical icicles will be forthcoming.  One the yetis are satisfied, they will yield one magical icicle.  If 
the performance is truly stupendous, they will yield two magical icicles, one for the party to keep. 
 
Dream Song 14 
by John Berryman 
 
Life, friends, is boring. We must not say so.    
After all, the sky flashes, the great sea yearns,    
we ourselves flash and yearn, 
and moreover my mother told me as a boy    
(repeatingly) ‘Ever to confess you’re bored    
means you have no 
 
Inner Resources.’ I conclude now I have no    
inner resources, because I am heavy bored. 
Peoples bore me, 
literature bores me, especially great literature,    
Henry bores me, with his plights & gripes    
as bad as achilles, 
 
who loves people and valiant art, which bores me.    
And the tranquil hills, & gin, look like a drag    
and somehow a dog 
has taken itself & its tail considerably away 
into mountains or sea or sky, leaving             
behind: me, wag.† 
 
 

Dream Song 14 
by John Berryman 
 
noun #1, friends, is boring. We must not say so.    
After all, the sky verb #2, the great sea verb #3,    
we ourselves verb #2 and verb #3, 
and moreover my person #4 told me as a boy    
(repeatingly) ‘Ever to confess you’re bored    
means you have no 
 
adjective #5 noun #6.’ I conclude now I have no    
adjective #5 noun #6, because I am heavy bored. 
Peoples bore me, 
noun #7  bores me, especially great noun #7,    
Henry bores me, with his plights & gripes    
as bad as historical person #8, 
 
who loves noun #9 and adjective #10 art, which bores me.    
And the tranquil hills, & gin, look like a drag    
and somehow a noun #11 
has taken itself & its body part #12 considerably away 
into place #13 or place #14 or place #15, leaving             
behind: me, verb #16. 

 

Treasure:  A Magical Icicle of Life-Giving Elixir.  This unique magical item is extraordinarily powerful, 
capable of raising an individual back to life, who has been dead for up to one week.  It has one 
significant drawback, however.  It will melt and become a useless pool of water if exposed to 
temperatures above freezing.   
 

Advice:  Once Siegfried has the icicle in hand, he recites from the Hávamál,. “Be your friend's true friend.  
Return gift for gift.  Repay laughter with laughter again but betrayal with treachery.  That is how to 
treat a proper Viking marriage.”   
 

Creature Stats:  The statistics for yetis can be found in the Monster Manual (1st Ed.) on page 103.  
 
†John Berryman, Dream Song 14 from The Dream Songs. Copyright © 1969 by John Berryman, renewed 1997 by Kate Donahue Berryman. 
Permission for use can be obtained from Farrar, Straus & Giroux, LLC, www.fsgbooks.com. All rights reserved.  
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6.  Cleopatra and Tutankhamun, Pharaohs of the South 

 
Cleopatra and Tutankhamun, Pharaohs of the South 
 
Description & Locale:  History-defying anachronisms aside, Cleopatra and Tutankhamun rule the fertile 
valley that forms along the great river and is otherwise surrounded by endless wastes of Desert.  They 
were born into a society possessed of extraordinary social rigidity.  Slaves, the lowest classes, are 
expected to labor until they die for the benefit of the ruling class and the gods which they serve.  The 
Pharaohs, for their part, are expected to uphold this inequality and brutality for it is the structure that 
maintains stability in their world.  If they have other thoughts on the merits of this system, they do not 
share them.  Their own lives are ruled by ritual and ceremony. From the moment they wake, they are 
bathed and anointed in ceremonial oils then don vestments of religious significance.  When the party 
arrives, they are seated at court within an elaborate sandstone palace covered in hieroglyphs.  The 
hundreds of courtiers present are hidden in shadow.  The party is told by the couple that the secret they 
seek shall be theirs if they but make a visit to the world of the dead and plead to Anubis, the God of the 
Afterlife, to prepare a magnificent palace for them to occupy in due time, and Horus, Sky God, to darken 
the sun as proof of their success.  To aid them in this endeavor, they provide a hallucinogenic broth. 
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Anubis, God of the Afterlife, and Horus, Sky God 
 
Task:  The party must travel to the World of the Dead and extract from Anubis, Guardian of the Dead, a 
promise to prepare a magnificent palace in which Cleopatra and Tutankhamun can reside, upon their 
deaths.  Next they must seek out Horus, Sky God, and arrange an eclipse to prove to the Pharaohs that 
they have successfully accomplished their mission.  Once accomplished, the effects of the potion used to 
transport them to the World of the Dead will wear off and the party will wake back up in the Pharaoh’s 
earthbound palace. 
 
Strategy:  Since Anubis and Horus are gods, there is no possibility that a party of low level characters 
can pose any physical threat to them.  The party must again rely on their wits.  Arriving at the entry to 
World of the Dead, a cave leading from a desert surface world at night to a dimly lit cavern, they find 
the giant jackal-headed god.  Anubis naturally assumes the party members have died and are to be 
ushered into that portion of the World of the Dead reserved for commons.  The first challenge of the 
party is to convince Anubis that they have been sent on a legitimate quest by the Pharaohs of the day. 
 
Anubis already knows that it is his duty to arrange suitable accommodations for royalty, based on the 
merit of their rule.  He will give such a promise, something along the lines of “I decree that, upon their 
arrival in the World of the Dead, Cleopatra and Tutankhamun shall find a palace commensurate with the 
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accomplishments of their royal reign in the World of the Living!”  He will not promise something for 
nothing.  In order to extract this promise, the party must solve a riddle.  The second challenge of the 
party is to provide satisfactory answers to the following puzzle, which they must also relay to Cleopatra 
and Tutankhamun.  (The DM is free to replace this riddle with one of their own choosing.) 
 

What is the place ones leaves without entering?  
What is the place ones enters without leaving?  

 
The answer is womb and tomb.  If the party has trouble, give them the hint that the answers rhyme. 
 
Once completed, the party must explain to Anubis that they must now ask Horus to arrange an eclipse, 
to which Anubis replies, “Good luck with that” and helpfully waves a hand that whisks them up to a 
cloud, where they find Horus, relaxing, Sword of Horus in hand.  The third challenge is to convince Horus 
to arrange an Eclipse.  Once he understands the nature of his mission, Horus casually explains to the 
party that there is a standard fee for bringing about an eclipse, which is the sacrifice of one virgin.  If 
the party negotiates with Horus, he will accept an alternative of ten sea cows (hippopotamuses).  Once 
the mention of the sea cows is completed, the party is sent back to the Pharaohs’ palace. 
 
The party can relate what transpired but until the Pharaoh’s observe the eclipse, the delve is not 
complete and the advice will not be shared.  Tutankhamun points them down river to a shallow where a 
large herd of (stubborn) hippopotamuses swim.  The party can try to round up ten hippopotamuses and 
shepherd them back to the palace.  The DM should make this challenge fun.  The hippos are ornery but 
not life threatening.  A scare by a crocodile might be appropriate.  The party can try to get them up on 
the bank one at a time, but surely one or two will drift back into the water.  At some point, once the 
hilarity begins to ebb, Horus recognizes the sincerity of the party’s efforts and rewards them with an 
eclipse.  The sky darkens.  The hippos all submerge.  The party should return to the palace. 
 
Treasure:  Horus possessed a sword, the fabled “Sword of Horus” that features a x3 (that’s times 3 and 
not plus 3 bonus to be applied after all modifications have been accounted for) and which nullifies the 
effects of all magical spells of level 10 and below on the user.  Only a truly exceptionally creative 
solution to this delve would warrant Horus sharing a copy of this weapon with the party. 
 
Advice:  Once she witnesses the eclipse, Cleopatra will impart the following advice, “Recite love poetry 
to your bride.”  For example, consider this poem from Deir el-Medina, Egypt, 1300 B.C.  “She has no 
rival, there is no one like her.  She is the fairest of all.  She is like a star goddess arising at the beginning 
of a new year; brilliantly white, shining skin; such beautiful eyes when she stares, and sweet lips when 
she speaks; she has not one phrase too many.  With a long neck and shining body, her hair of genuine 
lapis lazuli; her arm more brilliant than gold; her fingers like lotus flowers, ample behind, tight waist, 
her thighs extend her beauty, shapely in stride when she steps on the earth.  She has stolen my heart 
with her embrace...” 
 
Creature Stats:  The Descriptions of Anubis and Horus are provided in the Deities and Demigods 
Cyclopedia (AD&D First Edition) on page 50 (Anubis) and on page 51 (Horus).  Hippopoatmus statistics 
are provided in the 3rd Ed. book Sandstorm: Mastering the Perils of Fire and Sand on page 192. 
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7.  Mistress Eris and Master Aglor, Sky Lords 

 
Mistress Eris and Master Aglor, Sky Lords 
 
Description:  Mistress Eris and Master Aglor, are Sky Lords, a rare sub-species of albino Kenku who are 
descended from noble eagles and are exclusively Lawful Good.  Their people possess a deep 
understanding not only of the air currents of the skies but are also familiar with several varieties of 
magic.  Their most readily acknowledged magic is that with which they enchant the blades of their 
weapons, which seem to be made not of tempered metal but of an icy crystal, stronger than the 
toughest steel.  They have a mortal enemy, to which, as is often the case, they are related—the hated 
sable Kenku of the Raven Clan.  The Raven Clan has stolen an egg, bearing within a young Sky Lord.  
 
Locale:  The Sky Lords dwell in aeries that magically float upon clouds.  The air is cool and damp.  A mist 
swirls around their feet.  To the sides, one sees only the horizon or more clouds.  The party arrives on 
such a cloud and notices instantly a swaying sensation as if they stood upon a large seaborne ship.  If 
they venture to the edge of the cloud, which they are asked not to do, they see below them islands, 
mountains and peninsulas no larger than features on a wall map.   
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Battle Raven Clan of the Kenku 
 
Task:  The task set before the party is to rescue an eagle egg from the Nest of the Battle Raven clan.   
 
Strategy:  The Sky Lords are fierce warriors, possessed both of well-honed martial skill and unblemished 
courage.  However, they fear that the ravens will destroy the egg rather than lose it through battle to 
the eagles.  Therefore, they request that the party retrieve the egg for them, in exchange for the advice.  
Since the Ravens next on a dark storm cloud, the characters need wings.  A spell from the court 
magician provides all the characters who cannot fly with wings.  At the DM’s discretion, characters 
receive feathered bird wings, leathery bat wings, furry moth wings or color butterfly wings. 
 
The characters fly to the ominous storm cloud, where roughly thirty kenku live, including ten fighting 
men, ten fighting women, ten children and a few elders.  There are nests scattered around the cloud.  
The kenku take a defensive posture around a central nest at the approach of the strangers.  The 
characters should readily concede that engaging in combat against thirty plus kenku on their home turf 
is a losing proposition.   
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Initially, a warrior of the clan will approach the party and demand that they leave immediately or suffer 
attack.  The raven kenku are aware that the party is on an errand for the albino eagle kenku and want 
nothing to do with them. 
 
The DM should allow the tension to build but before the party is either forced to fight or flee, an aged 
kenku, the clan’s wise-woman and village witch doctor leaps forth from one of the cloudy huts.  She is 
an unpleasant sight to look upon.  Both eyes are clouded over with cataracts; her beak is notched.  A 
significant fraction of her feathers have fallen from her, revealing a sickly, grayish flesh.  She shouts in a 
maniacal voice, “I have seen these visitors in a dream!  The omens of the sky fathers indicate that we 
must hear them out.”  Some of the members of the kenku tribe are obvious flustered by the appearance 
of the old woman but none dare to contradict her outright. 
 
The party is then given the opportunity to explain their case to the old bird-woman.  “It is true,” cackles 
the old kenku witch.  “We stole the egg for the child within is destined for an uncommon fate.  Whether 
good or evil has not yet been revealed!  The dream is difficult to interpret.”  The old bird directs her 
blind eyes to the party.  “Is there a dream reader among you?” 
 
One of the party must step forward and identify themselves as an interpreter of dreams.  The old bird 
will then reveal the details of a dream she had regarding the chick within the egg and ask the character 
to interpret the dream.  Sensible characters will come up with an interpretation that identifies the chick 
as a harbinger of doom to the community who rears it.  The end goal is to reveal an interpretation so 
dire that all in the community wish to be rid of the egg.  The party might then suggests that the best 
way to avenge themselves on their rivals, the albino eagle clan of kenku, is to return this unlucky egg 
to their unsuspecting care.   
 
The dream of the old bird witch doctor is as follows. 
 
I dreamt I was a flying over a sea of butterscotch pudding.  The sun was an evil lemon drop eye in the 
sky.  Below me, the ocean was split in twain and from the chasm erupted seven fat geese and seven 
lean ganders.  The geese formed in a wing on my left and the ganders on my right.  Like an arrow we 
ascended into the stars, where the chill of space gave the geese goosebumps, the ganders ganderbumps 
and myself a bad case of the ague.  Suddenly, our wings were paralyzed.  We fell like stones.  As we 
looked up, we were pursued by thirteen huey helicopters.  Hot lead streaming from their side-mounted 
rotary cannons left trails of flame in the sky as they passed all around us.  Suddenly time stopped—
frozen in the air were the hueys, the geese, the ganders and myself.  A voice boomed forth from the 
sky saying, “Check this out.”  A silver cloud approached in the sky.  It opened its guazy mouth and 
spewed forth a miraculous rainbow, which incinerated the helicopters in fiery explosions.  Then the 
rainbow shown glorious in the heavens, and upon it pranced a celestial unicorn, white as snow, stars 
glittering in its mane, wearing a flag draped from its horn, bearing the red Maple Leaf of the great land 
of Canada!  I was saved, so I thought, until I discovered that only the geese, which were Canadian, were 
of any interest to the unicorn.  They were taken whole into the mouth of the cloud.  I was left alone to 
plummet like a rock into the butterscotch sea below.  I awoke upon impact. 
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When the witch doctor finishes recounting the dream, she collapses, exhausted by the mental toll of 
recounting the obviously traumatic dream.  The village of kenku remain in a circle around the party and 
the witch doctor, waiting anxiously to hear the party’s interpretation.  As the party delivers their 
interpretation of this dream, if they leave out any element, one of the bystanders will catch the 
omission and ask for the significance of that missing part.  Once the party (collectively if necessary) 
delivers an interpretation that augurs great woe for whoever keeps the egg, they will be sent on their 
way with the egg in their keeping, with dire warnings never to return to this fair cloud. 
 
Advice:  When the egg has been safely returned to the Sky Lords, the advice is shared.  Master Aglor 
says, “There is an art, or rather a knack to flying.  The knack lies in learning how to throw yourself at 
the ground and miss.”†   Mistress Eris appends, “So too is there a knack to marriage.  The knack lies in 
learning that in placing the needs of your family ahead of your own, you discover all your own concerns 
are tended to.” 
 
† Douglas Adams, Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy 
 

Creature Stats:  The statistics for kenku can be found in the Monster Manual 2 (4th Ed.) on pages 152.  
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8.  King Poseidon and Queen Amphitrite, Lords of the Deep 

 
King Poseidon and Queen Amphitrite, Lords of the Deep 
 
Description:  King Poseidon and Queen Amphitrite are themselves maritime Gods.  That they should hold 
themselves obliged to a bargain with a mere mortal such as Jöelle suggests that they are perhaps 
responsible for the misery of her loss.  Of this, they will not speak.  When they do address the party, 
they do so with the condescension of immortals.  The lives and destinies even of those who would be 
king, such as Chubbernut, are of little concern to them.  The powers of King Poseidon and Queen 
Amphitrite are beyond mortal comprehension.  There is nothing that the party can do for these 
immortals, still they believe that Chubbernut must prove himself before he receives the advice from 
them.  And there are tasks in the underwater kingdom that are simply beneath Gods to attend to, thus 
the party may find a way to make themselves useful to these mighty lords. 
 
Locale:  The party arrives in an underwater bubble of air, floating in the ocean deeps.  The Gods sit on 
thrones of fluid water.  A glowing sphere of water hangs from the top of the bubble like a chandelier.  
Poseidon will send the party to their task in a similar bubble of their own. 
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Plesioteuthididae, Lesser God of the Cephalopods, and Ichthyus, Lesser God of Cod 
 
Task:  King Poseidon and Queen Amphitrite consider themselves above not only the petty affairs of 
mortals but of lesser gods as well.  There are two lesser gods dwelling in crevices of the sea floor 
nearby who are feuding.  Their arguments carry through the waters disturbing the peace of King 
Poseidon’s court.  The King considers it beneath his station to go tell his neighbors to stop their fighting 
or at least to lower the volume of their racket.  Thus the task set before the party is to make peace 
between these two lesser Gods, Plesioteuthididae, Lesser God of the Cephalopods, and Ichthyus, Lesser 
God of Cod.  Poseidon creates a traveling air bubble for the party and blows them with a breath along 
the currents until they are deposited on the rocky sea floor between two large, dark holes, in front of 
which the two gods are arguing. 
 
Strategy:  The origin of the dispute between Plesioteuthididae and Ichthyus centers, of course, on 
plankton, which are organisms, which include drifting animals, protists, archaea, algae, or bacteria that 
inhabit the pelagic zone of oceans, seas, or bodies of fresh water; that is, plankton are defined by their 
ecological niche rather than phylogenetic or taxonomic classification.  Both Plesioteuthididae and 
Ichthyus agree that plankton are tasty, but beyond that they have difficulty finding common ground.  
Ichthyus prefers a breakfast of plankton, while the sun is still warming the seas.  Plesioteuthididae on 
the other hand prefers midnight snacks of plankton, illuminated under moonlit waves.   
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The party must act as ambassadors to negotiate a peaceful understanding between the two lesser gods, 
using whatever means are available to them.  Because Amphitrite understands the difficulty of the task, 
she provides the party with some assistance.  She first allows the party to try their hand at convincing 
the lesser gods to settle their differences.  These efforts will ultimately prove unsuccessful but may be 
entertaining in the short run.  Once the characters understand the depth of their challenge, Amphitrite 
intercedes.  Within their air bubble a large oyster appears at the feet of the characters.  It opens its 
mouth and reveals not a pearl but a deck of Tarot cards.  (The DM will need to have a deck on hand for 
this delve.)  The characters receive a telepathic communication from an unknown source (Amphitrite) 
that the lesser gods are very superstitious.  If the characters can provide a compelling (and threatening) 
fortune in which directs them to make peace with each other, then they will likely do so. 
 
If the characters have no experience with reading Tarot cards, then the DM should have them use only 
the 22 major arcana.  The party should settle into two groups, one for each lesser god.  Six cards should 
be dealt out face down for each lesser god.  One at a time the cards should be revealed and interpreted.  
The cards should alternate from the Plesioteuthididae to Ichthyus.  The fortunes can certainly overlap.  
Hopefully at the end of the fortune telling, the party will have created a pair of fortunes that convince 
the two lesser gods to make peace.   
 
Once this is done, the bubble floats back with the characters to the palace of Poseidon and Amphitrite. 
 
Advice:  Once the characters have completed their task, Amphitrite says, ““Love is like the sea. It's a 
moving thing, but still and all, it takes its shape from the shore it meets, and it's different with every 
shore.”†  Poseidon adds, “And what would an ocean be without a monster lurking in the dark? It would 
be like sleep without dreams.”††  
 
If the DM doesn’t like this advice, he or she can substitute their own advice or use the following  pearl 
of wisdom. 
 
“Just remember, Squidward.  You've never experienced true love.  BUT, that doesn't mean you'll never 
find it!  You know the saying:  There's a squid for every pot!”†††   To which is appended, “And there is a 
bride for every bullywug!” 
 
† Zora Neale Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God. 
†† Werner Herzog. 
† ††Spongebob Squarepants to Squidward, from the episode “Love that Squid”. 

 
Creature Stats:  King Poseidon is located in Legends & Lore (1st Ed.) on page 68.  Plesioteuthididae and 
Ichthyus can be treated as a kraken and a leviathan, which are found respectively in the Monster 
Manual 3 (4th Ed.) on page 122 and in Monster Manual 2 (3rd Ed.) on page 139. 
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9.  Conan and Sonya, Rulers of the Barbarian Hordes 

 
Conan and Sonya, Rulers of the Barbarian Hordes 
 
Description:  The unthinkable has happened!  Conan and Sonya, the most famous of all barbarians, have 
been captured alive by the Roman Empire and brought to the capital, where the leaders of Rome are 
eager to see their vaunted skills on display in the gladiatorial arena.  When the party arrives, the 
barbarians are caged in one of several preparation rooms (cells) located beneath the stands of the 
audience of the arena.  Soon they will be ushered out into the arena where they will show their mettle 
against who knows what monsters.  It is at this moment that Chubbernut and the party appear beside 
them in this cell.  Although the barbarians have struck a deal with Jöelle to reveal their advice to 
whomever Jöelle sends, they are not of a mind to honor it as they face imminent death.  They will 
ignore whatever pleading Chubbernut manages, arguing rather that Chubbernut and his party must 
survive whatever the Roman Empire has in store for them, before they will reveal their secret.   
 
Locale:  The preparation rooms beneath a gladiator’s arena are dusty circular rooms, with one locked 
door, formed of steel bars.  These cells connect to a long hallway, that leads down a dim tunnel and up 
into the bright sunlit arena.   
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Imperium Romanum, the bane of all barbarians 
 
Task:  In this delve, the task is to survive the Gladiatorial Arena.  The roman gladiators are only 
expecting Conan and Sonya, whose reputations as heroic warriors are well known.  Thus the gladiators 
will focus their attention on them.  It is the task of the party to simply stay alive until Conan and Sonya 
have dispatched the gladiators.  Conan and Sonya make this clear by saying, “Just stay out of the way 
and let us take care of them.”  The characters can certainly help out if the need arises.   
 
Strategy:  A map of the gladiatorial arena is provided at the end of this delve.  An elaborate set up has 
been created for the celebrity fighters, Conan and Sonya.  A moat surrounds several platforms upon 
which the combat takes place.  The moat is twenty feet deep everywhere except at the north and south 
ends of the platforms where stairs lead to a ten foot wide shelf which is only three feet deep.  Conan, 
Sonya and the party are ushered to the stairs and prodded by spear into the water.  The party must 
hastily wade across.  Halfway across they hear, Caesar yell from the stands, “Release the crocodiles!”  
From that point on there are four dire crocodiles swimming in the moat.  There are tunnels beneath the 
platforms that allow the crocodiles access to any portion of the moat.   
 
Waiting on the dry platforms are ten of Rome’s best gladiators, one on each of the six smaller platforms 
and four in the central platform.  The DM should allow a violent combat between Conan and Sonya and 
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the gladiators to transpire.  The crowd will cheer successful hits from the gladiators and boo successful 
hits or maneuvers by the barbarians or the members of the party.  The characters can participate in 
several ways.  First Conan and Sonya both enjoy tossing dwarfs as blunt projectile weapons.  This is 
their initial attack as they have been ushered into the arena unarmed.  Once they dispatch a couple 
guards, they pick up the fallen swards.  Second, the characters can be chased by otherwise unoccupied 
guards.  Their best bet for survival is to find Conan or Sonya, who will make modest attempts to defend 
them, so long as it doesn’t cost them their own lives.  Third, the party can directly engage the gladiators, 
although this is best done by stealth, as a sneak attack to a foe currently focused on the barbarians.  
Finally, the party can leap in the water, although then they must elude the crocodiles.  Other strategies 
will presumably occur to the party and the DM should accommodate character’s attempts to contribute 
to the battle.   
 
When the battle is successfully concluded, Caesar will speak from the stands.  “Truly you are great 
warriors, Conan and Sonya, though the mettle of your companions leaves much to be desired.  
Nevertheless, you have fought for your freedom.  I will honor this pledge so long as you swear never to 
return to the land of the Roman Empire.”  While he speaks the crocodiles begin climbing up onto the 
platforms to feast on fallen gladiators.  The party should pick this opportunity to cross to the south 
platform where the exit lies.  Once Conan and Sonya acquiesce to Caesar’s non-negotiable demand, the 
iron gate barring the exit is opened.   
 
The party is escorted by a phalanx of Roman soldiers to the outskirts of Rome, where they are 
unceremoniously ordered to depart.  As they walk along the road, Conan shares this bit of parting advice.  
When the advice is delivered, the party is whisked back to Joëlle’s grotto. 
 
Advice:  “Crom!  I have never prayed to you before.  I have no tongue for it.  No one, not even you, will 
remember if we were good men or bad, why we fought, or why we died.  All that matters is that today, 
two stood against many.  That's what's important!  Valor pleases you, Crom; so grant me this one 
request.  Grant me revenge!  And, if you do not listen, then to hell with you!”†  (This is the closest thing 
to advice the characters are going to get from Barbarians.) 
 
†Conan the Barbarian (1982) 
 
Creature Stats:  The roman gladiators can be treated as human berserkers, which are found in the 
Monster Manual (4th Ed.) on page 163.  Conan is found in the Conan Unchained Module CB1 (1st Ed.) on 
page 29.  Sonia should possess similar statistics.  Crocodiles are found in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) on 
page 45.  
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10.  Liocheles and Iomacha, Priest and Priestess of the Black Scorpion Cult 

 
Liocheles and Iomacha, High Priest and Priestess of the Black Scorpion Cult 
 
Description:  Much as the Drow serve Lolth, Queen of the Demonweb Pits, the elves that form the 
(admittedly much less populous) Black Scorpion Cult serve the Scorpion God.  And just as those drow 
who fail in their service to Lolth are transformed into hideous driders, half drow and half spider, so too 
do the dark elves of the Black Scorpion cult succumb to a punitive metamorphosis into scriders, half 
elven and half scorpion.  Liocheles and Iomacha, High Priest and Priestess of the Black Scorpion Cult, 
have recently lost a cultist, who possesses something they very much desire, to such a fate.  They dare 
not tempt the fate of the Scorpion God by approaching this cast-out.  Thus they have need for an 
intermediary in this affair and Chubbernut and his party arrive at a most convenient time.   
 

Locale:  The party arrives just outside the gate in the wall surrounding the cultist’s compound in the 
dead of night.  There are two drow guards at the gate, who will gruffly escort the party to the audience 
chamber of the High Priest and Priestess.  Curiously three dog-sized scorpions scurry from kennels on 
either side of the path from the gate to the entrance of the throne room.  These scorpions follow the 
party closely but do not attack if they are in the presence of the guards.  Moreover, the scorpions wait  
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Scorpion drider and corniger diaboli, a greater devil 
 
outside the door to the temple.  No outsiders have seen this temple and lived to tell, but Liocheles and 
Iomacha owe a debt to Jöelle and, if the party is able to serve a need, they may be of a mind to repay 
that debt, deliver their advice and allow the party to depart unhindered, as much as it runs against their 
nature. 
 
Task:  It is clear from their posture and body language while seated upon their thrones that Liocheles 
and Iomacha view the party with contempt.  Nevertheless, they tell the party that if they will locate a 
scrider, who is confined in a cage on the premises, and fill a small glass vial with the fluid from its 
pincer, they will share the advice that Joëlle sent them to obtain.   
 
Strategy:  Before the party leaves the throne room, Iomacha instructs them to give each member of the 
party a necklace composed of a strip of leather strung through what appears to be a fragment of 
entrails from a giant scorpion that bear a strong, acrid smell.  “This charm,” she explains, “will allow 
you to move through the compound without being disturbed by my little pets.”  She refers to the 
scorpions that the party has already seen.  Six scorpions trail the party at a distance of ten feet but do 
not attack so long as the charms remain around their necks. 
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The party is allowed to roam through the compound on their own, although there a successful 
perception check will also indicate that not far behind and barely attempting to stay out of sight more 
than one cultist is following the party.  A map of the compound is provided at the end of this delve.  
Seven locations noted on the map are briefly described below.   
 
Kennels.  These two kennels house scorpion nests.  Hundreds of immature giant scorpions, scarcely 
larger than a thumbnail cover all interior surfaces of the kennels.  For each turn that a character is inside 
the kennel, they receive 1d6 bites from the immature scorpions.  The bite of the immature scorpion is 
not lethal, but results in an unsightly and stinging welt that remains inflamed for 2+d4 days or until 
treated by a cure light wounds, cure disease, or neutralize poison spell.  Threatening the immature 
scorpions draws the quick and obviously hostile attention of the six mature scorpions trailing the party.  
Killing even one immature scorpion causes the mature scorpions to attack. 
 
Storage.  This storage building is filled with supplies, hardware, foodstuffs and various cult 
paraphernalia with unsavory purposes best left undetermined.  It is currently unoccupied. 
 
Sewer Access.  Much of the floor of this room is composed of metal grates under which a sickly green 
river runs.  The metal grates can be lifted allowing access to the fluid, although the party has no 
conceivable reason to do so. (That hasn’t stopped many others from doing similarly stupid things in the 
past!)  The river follows a subterranean path for several miles before emptying into an underground 
lake in a cavern that houses a second, larger community of scorpion cultists.  This community is not 
described in this module. 
 
Barracks.  The barracks house rank and file drow cultists.  They will demand that the party immediately 
remove their defiling presence from their midst.  They will not provide any useful information at all.  
Although they freely insult the party, the drow cultists will not attack unless the party instigates 
hostilities. 
 
Fountain.  A fountain spews suspicious green fluid from a metal bite.  This fluid shares the same acrid 
stench as the necklace charms provided by Iomacha.  Submersion in the pool provides one of four 
effects.   
 
1.  The individual is now immune to the poison of all scorpions of any size  
2.  The individual is bitten by nearly invisible immature aquatic scorpions resulting in 10+2d12 welts as 
described in the Kennel section above. 
3.  The individual is now “cleansed” and can receive a “gift” if brought to the Altar (described below) 
within half an hour. 
4.  The individual emerges with a permanent six-inch tattoo of the black scorpion in the center of their 
upper back.  If the character has clothing or armor that covers their back, this tattoo only becomes 
apparent the next time they or someone else observes their back.  If the character already has a tattoo 
in that spot, the overlapping portion is erased and replaced by the black scorpion.  This tattoo will mark 
the individual as an ally of the Black Scorpion Cult (for better or worse) until the end of their days.  (Can 
be removed by a wish spell with a 50% chance of success.) 
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Altar.  This small shrine at the back of the compound contains a stone altar and is intended for various 
unnatural acts.  The shrine serves no function unless an individual enters who has recently been 
cleansed in the adjacent fountain.  In that case, one weapon (D.M.’s choice) possessed by the character 
gains the following ability.  Upon a successful hit, the weapon does an additional 4+d6 poison damage 
and on-going 5 poison damage.  A successful saving throw ends the on-going damage. 
 
Cage.  This square pen composed of high stone walls is called “the cage” and contains the scrider.  The 
guardian to the cage is a legion devil.  The devil is bored with his duty of guarding the scrider and 
thoroughly exasperated with the poor conversational skills of his charge.  When the party explains their 
purpose to the devil, he will give a wry smile and say, “This should be interesting.  Why don’t you stroll 
right in?”  He will step aside, giving them free access to the door. 
 
As noted above, the scrider was once a cultist who ran afoul of the Scorpion god and was banished to 
this form.  He laments to the party his sad plight.  He tells a lengthy tale regarding his childhood as an 
adolescent cultist which failed to include numerous lessons regarding the value of good decision making 
that other children in more stable homes might otherwise have routinely available to them.  So, it’s 
really not his fault that he got turned into a scrider.  He is simply the victim of poor parenting.   
 
If the characters commiserate with the scrider’s tale of woe and offer some consolation for his sad state, 
the scrider will be amenable to listening to their problem, namely that they must obtain a vial of poison 
from his stinger.  The scrider wants to know the entire story, including the story of Chubbernut’s search 
for true love and his completions of tasks for the famous matchmaker, Joëlle.  Although the scrider 
wants to know to what purpose the poison will be put, he accepts that the party cannot know the 
intentions of the Scorpion Cult High Priest and Priestess.  The scrider agrees to provide the potion only 
on the condition that the party members, and Chubbernut in particular, promise to instill in their children 
the value of good decision making and promise to never sell any of their children, no matter how many 
they have, to any cultists passing by.  Once the party agrees, the scrider allows his stinger to be 
“milked” into the vial.  The character doing so must roll a successful pick locks check or take d6 points 
damage.  The legion devil, who has silently observed the entire exchange, is frankly amazed when the 
party leaves with the vial of poison.  “If it had been up to me,” he tells them, “I would have just 
chopped off his stinger; it would have been easier.” 
 
Advice:  When the party delivers the poison vial to the throne room, Liocheles sends them back to Joëlle 
but not before imparting the following advice, “Though you now hold in your hand a vial containing a 
poison for which no antidote exists, it is as nothing compared to love, for once that tender poison enters 
your system, there is no cure.’ 
 
Creature Stats:  Drow are found in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) on pages 94 and 95.  Treat Liocheles as 
a Drow Arachnomancer and Iomacha as a Drow Priestess and all other guards as Drow Warriors.  Giant 
stormclaw scorpions and legion devils are found on pages 229 and 64 respectively.  The scrider can be 
treated as a drider fanglord (page 93) where the web attack is replaced by a poison sting attack. 
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11.  Hydrodynastes Gigas and Medusa, Snake Lords 

 
Hydrodynastes Gigas and Medusa, Snake Lords 
 
Description:  It’s not easy finding true love when you are a member of a species, genetically 
predisposed to chaos and evil, as are the Yuan-Ti.  When Jöelle revealed to the Snake Lord, 
Hydrodynastes Gigas, that his true love was Medusa, a woman on whom he could never look, he was 
displeased to say the least.  Yet, even the mighty cannot alter some destinies.  Thus, this couple lives at 
opposites ends of a labyrinth, never laying eyes on each other.  They communicate by passing messages, 
love notes of a serpentine sort, through the labyrinth from one to another.  Of course, the presence of a 
nest of hungry Yuan-ti within the maze that separates this couple diminishes the probability that the 
messages are successfully delivered.  That so much heartbreak should result from such a convoluted 
arrangement between willing partners is only a manifestation of the universe’s intrinsically ambivalent 
relationship to the interests of biological entities.  When the party arrives, they are naturally enlisted as 
messengers to carry nothing short of a love-note from Hydrodynastes Gigas to his mistress, who, should 
the party survive the labyrinth and the delivery, will share with them the advice they so desire. 
 

Locale:  The subterranean labyrinth is poorly lit.  Its walls are stone, impenetrable.  The air is thick with 
a sensation of despair and hopes denied.
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A nest of Yuan-ti 
 
Task:  The party appears before Hydrodynastes Gigas, an enormous and powerful, Yuan-ti, a race of 
snake-men known across the planes for their evil ways.  He communicates to the party that he has little 
useful advice to dispense in matters of love.  However, his wife, Medusa is said to be something of an 
authority in such matters.  He suggests that they ask her.  While they are about their business he asks if 
the party would please deliver a small note to Medusa as a personal favor.  He also notes that if the 
party runs into any of their children in the maze to pay the little rascals no mind and to forgive any 
mischievous pranks that the young ones might pull on them, as they are naughty from time to time.  
 
In truth, the labyrinth is infested with countless immature yuan-ti snakelets.  (The statistics for the 
snakelets are given below.)  The players must navigate the maze and get past the snakelets.  A map of 
the maze is given at the end of this section.  The players start at the top of the map.  Every niche or 
opening in the map contains d4 snakelets.  The hungry snakelets will swarm the players and bite.  The 
bites are poisonous.  All paths eventually lead to a small cave filled with various mushrooms and a small 
green algae-covered pool.  It smells of decay and is thick with biological residue.  The pool possesses 
two features.  It is a natural antidote to the yuan-ti poison.  Immersion of the bitten part of the body 
acts as a neutralize poison potion with 100% effective.  Complete immersion of the body teleports the 
player from the pool in the bottom left to the pool in the bottom right.  The reverse trip is accomplished 
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in a completely analogous manner.  The pool of blue water in the large cave in the bottom left contains 
over one hundred snakelets under the surface.  If the pool within 1 square is approached 5d20 snakelets 
emerge from the pool.  The swarm of snakelets will chase the party but will not venture into the light 
of the exit at the bottom of the labyrinth.  The party must then pole the ferry boat across the stream, 
which is thirty feet in width.  Swimming the lake is not advised since the water is infested with gigantic 
water snakes.  Suspicious ripples are easily detected in the water.  The snakes will not disturb the ferry, 
although they may come near to investigate. 
 
On the island, there is a temple to Medusa.  She waits in darkness in the central room.  As the party 
approaches the temple, she asks them in a snake-like voice the nature of their business.  If the party 
reveals that they have a message from her husband, Medusa invites them inside to deliver the message, 
but suggests they keep their eyes on the floor.  If the party refused to carry the message for 
Hydrodynastes Gigas, Medusa will not willingly allow the party to enter her temple, saying only that she 
doubts the party could have gotten past her husband without him requesting some favor of them.  In 
short, they must go back and get the love note.  Once the party delivers the note, Medusa shares her 
advice.  Once the advice is given, she will lead the party to one of the side rooms, where they will be 
teleported back  
 
Treasure:  The only treasure that can be taken from this delve is the from the green pools in the 
labyrinth, which act as neutralize poison potions.  The party can fill any water-tight container they may 
have brought with them. 
 
Advice:  One cannot define the type of love one receives from those one loves.  One must take it as it is 
given.  If one is inclined to accept love only in a narrow sense, one might as well turn one’s family to 
statues, for in that form one knows exactly what to expect and the form of the expression.  One may 
then find that such well-defined emotion is no more able to move the heart than is cold stone. 
 
Creature Stats:  Hydrodynastes Gigas can be treated as a 13th level Yuan-ti Malison Sharp Eye, with 
statistics for provided in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) pg. 269.  Medusa can be treated as a 10th level 
Medusa Archer, with statistics for provided in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) pg. 186.  The statistics for 
the first level Yuan-ti snakelets are given below. 
 

Yuan-ti Snakelings Level 1 Minion 
small natural humanoid (reptile) XP 100 
Initiative  +4 Speed 5 Senses Perception +3; heat vision 
HP 1 AC 15 Fortitude 13 Reflex 15 Will  13 
Immune - Resist 5 Poison Vulnerable - 
Bite (standard, at-will) Poison 
+3 vs Fortitude; 1d2+1 and ongoing 1 damage (save ends) 
Chameleon Defense (trait)  
The yuan-ti snakelet has concealment against attacks that originate more than 3 squares away. 
Alignment  Chaotic Evil Languages  Common, Draconic, Serpentine 
Skills Stealth +? 
Str 15 (+2) Dex 18 (+4) Wis 13 (+1) 
Con 13 (+1) Int 11 (+0) Cha 14 (+2) 
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12.  Croen Gwyrdd and Wyneb Hyll, Troll Chieftain and Chieftainess 

 
Croen Gwyrdd and Wyneb Hyll, Troll Chieftain and Chieftainess 
 
Description:  Trolls are stupid.  They smell bad.  Their lack of civility is legendary.  The concepts of honor 
or loyalty have never entered their darkest dreams.  Croen Gwyrdd and Wyneb Hyll, Troll Chieftain and 
Chieftainess, are no exception to this rule.  Their authority is granted them only by a combination of 
their strength and the weakness of their subordinates.  As Joseph Conrad wrote, “They were conquerors, 
and for that you want only brute force—nothing to boast of, when you have it, since your strength is 
just an accident arising from the weakness of others.”  The only security in such an arrangement is a 
perpetuation of might, something that cannot be maintained as the infirmity of age inevitably 
approaches.  Thus life is filled with a gradually encroaching anxiety.  Croen Gwyrdd and Wyneb Hyll 
know well this worry, for the chieftain has a nephew, strong of limb, who surely has an eye to the 
throne.  The party arrives well outside the gates of a troll castle, where the Chieftains, Croen Gwyrdd 
and Wyneb Hyll, discuss their suspicions of the designs of their nephew.  Indeed, the arrival of the party 
is fortuitous because, since the Chieftain and his wife are preoccupied with thoughts of usurpation, it 
allows the party to serve a purpose other than simply making the main course for tonight’s meal. 
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The Troll Army 
 
Locale:  The forest in which the party arrives is a pleasant forest that shows the ravages of trolls at 
almost every spot.  Tree trunks are splintered, saplings uprooted, giant prints are evident all over.  As 
for the troll castle, it is disgusting in every respect.  Foremost, it lacks proper lavatories.  We shall allow 
the imagination to run wild from there. 
 
Task:  The Troll Chieftain and Chieftainess explain to the party that their nephew thinks they have 
embarked on a journey to a neighboring troll kingdom.  They do not simply ask the party to find out if 
troll’s nephew is plotting to usurp the throne, since trolls are always plotting treachery.  Rather, they 
instruct the party to infiltrate their castle and bring back proof of their nephew’s planned treachery.   
 
Strategy:  The Troll Chieftain and Chieftainess provide a little advice.  Assessing (correctly) the relative 
weakness of the party, they advise the party to rely on stealth.  “Don’t use front door.  Too many 
guards.  You get smushed then skewered,” says the Chieftain.  “Skewered then smushed,” corrects his 
wife.   
 
The chieftain’s wife, the marginally smarter of the two, recommends that the party enter the castle my 
means of a sewer pipe that will lead them through a maze of sewer works to her personal bathing yard.  
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The Chieftain’s wife takes a moment to expound the wonders of this bathing spot and how it is the best 
troll bathing hole in the whole wild lands and how she absolutely never allows anyone else to soil its 
waters but her own fulsome self.  The Chieftain agrees, “Sewer good way to get into bathing yard.  
From there spy on throne room.  See what nephew is up to.  If he sees you, run!  He swing a strong 
club.”  The Chieftainess adds that the their best exit may lie by racing out through the storage rooms 
that have an entrance to the throne room.  From there they have a straight shot to the river.  The trolls 
won’t follow them into the water.  A map of the castle is provided at the end of this delve, which 
shows the recommended route from sewer entrance to bathing yard to throne room and then to the 
storage rooms.   
 
Since a single troll can likely destroy (or at least disperse) an entire low-level party, this is a delve in 
which the party must rely on stealth, cunning and speed.  The main entrance is guarded by six trolls of 
level 9.  They will not allow the party entrance and will kill them (for eating) on sight.   
 
The sewer entrance is composed of a pipe three feet in diameter emptying a foul troll sludge into the 
river.  The pipe leads 150’ south until it opens into a 10’ by 20’ room with no opening save another 
pipe leading west.  After another 40’ feet, this pipe opens into the sewer works.  The fluid in this 
labyrinth of pipes and fuels is unspeakably filthy.  The party cannot entirely avoid the filth.  (They will 
likely have it all over themselves simply from crawling through the pipe.) 
 
The only exit from the sewer works is at the rear of the bathing yard.  Here they will find the nephew’s 
girlfriend taking advantage of the absence of the Chieftainess to bathe in her pool.  The girlfriend is lost 
in the luxury of this disgusting pool, which is full of water thick with scum.  She mistakes the party for 
the Chieftainess’ personal bathing crew.  “Come here now,” she orders the party, “And scrub this troll!”   
 
If the party refuses, the girlfriend threatens to let out a roar that alerts a few of the interior castle 
guards to the presence of intruders.  (She will not actually do this since she is not supposed to be using 
this pool.)  If the party complies, she gestures toward a pile of tools against the wall as she makes 
demands of each party member.  The DM can devise unpleasant tasks of personal hygiene.  
Alternatively, the table below can be used. 
 

Random Assignment of Troll Hygiene Tasks (roll d8, reroll duplicates) 
1 Pedicure – Pry copious barnacled foot fungus with chisel or crowbar 
2 Manicure - Shovel the boogery grime out from her fingernails 
3 Delousing – Remove small insectoid and mammalian vermin from her hair 
4 Flossing – Take a rope and floss the nasty, partially decomposed particles from between her teeth 
5 Facial – Cover her face with mud and scrape it off with a trowel 
6 Massage – Release the tension from her neck and shoulders using a small ball peen hammer 
7 Sudser – Scrub her with a wet tiling sponge  
8 Flatterer – Provide a continuous stream of compliments regarding her physical beauty 
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If the pedicure is not randomly assigned, at some point the girlfriend will demand it be done.  The 
barnacle foot fungus removed from her feet provide the best evidence of an impending troll 
insurrection!  The Chieftainess will be incensed that her private bath has been despoiled.  Even the 
girlfriend will let on to this as she orders the party to make sure that all traces of the fungus are hidden 
in a place where they will not be discovered by the Chieftainess upon her return.   
 
After the cleaning is successfully accomplished, the party can tiptoe through the passage that leads from 
the bathing yard to the throne room.  There they will find the nephew, seated on the floor before a pit 
in which some vicious and bloody entertainment takes place.  (Although the party cannot see it from 
their vantage point, the two trolls have pitted a juvenile carrion crawler and a dire boar in a fight to the 
death.  (Flip a coin to determine the winner, if it turns out to be a matter of importance.)  In the 
company of the nephew is another troll, whom the nephew addresses as “Gnarl.”  They vociferously 
cheer on the combat.  When the victor has vanquished its opponent and the battle has died down, the 
nephew leans back and says, “Gnarl, one day soon this will all be mine.”  We looks greedily at the stack 
of locked chests in the back of the room.  Relating the name of the nephew’s primary henchman, Gnarl, 
or the particular interest of the nephew in the contents of the chests in the throne room will be proof 
enough to the Chieftain that (i) the party has been to the throne room and (ii) the nephew plans to 
overthrow him.   
 
The nephews orders Gnarl to snag him a piece of boar or carrion crawler from the pit to snack on.  
During this time, Gnarl descends into the pit with a wicked knife and the nephew is bent over with his 
face in the pit pointing out the cut of meat that he wants.  This provides an opportunity from the party 
to sneak to the exit through the storeroom.  If they are discovered, they should be allowed to barely 
escape by jumping off the dock into the river.  There is one troll guard on the dock.  He will be sleeping, 
unless the party wakes him.  Alternatively, the party can exit back through the sewers. 
 
The party will find the Troll Chieftain and Chieftainess waiting for them in the same spot in the forest.  
Upon being presented with the evidence of their betrayal, they will gnash their teeth in rage.  They will 
work themselves up into a frenzy to return immediately to the castle and teach their scoundrel nephew 
and his ill-bred girlfriend a lesson they will never forget.  Before they go, they share some parting 
advice with the party.   
 
Advice:  For happy troll wife, troll husband need big club and cave near village (for eating people, of 
course).  Yeah, and club for knocking sense in wife. 
 
Creature Stats:  Trolls are found in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) on page 254.  Consider the Troll 
Chieftain and Chieftainess and their nephew to be War Trolls (level 14) and all other trolls, including the 
girlfriend, to be ordinary trolls (level 9). 
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13.  Zarg and Zarga, Alien Overlords 

 
Zarg and Zarga, Alien Overlords 
 
Description:  Zarg and Zarga, Alien Overlords, desire a love poem for their daughter’s betrothal.  They 
have heard of a playwright on Earth, a certain W. Shakespeare, who is reputed to be an author of the 
highest class regarding the penning of love poems.  To this end, they have traveled through time and 
space to effect an abduction.  They are most annoyed to discover that said playwright has already been 
kidnapped.  Fortunately, Chubbernut and his party arrive just in time.  Zarg and Zarga simply request 
that the party retrieve the esteemed playwright from his captors and deliver him so that he might have 
the honor of delivering a sonnet to a superior intellect capable of appreciating its subtlety and nuances.   
 
Locale:  Zarg and Zarga dwell on an extra-planar landscape not catalogued in any previously published 
cosmology.  Their land is bizarre and beyond the capability of the five senses of beings of the prime 
material plane to process.  Their forms are ambiguous.  Their voices appear voiceless inside the heads of 
the party.  Their will is not to be denied.  Their probes are not to be trifled with.  The party must obey.  
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William Shakespeare, captured by a minotaur and cyclops 
 
Task:   Convince William Shakespeare to compose a love poem for their daughter’s betrothal, First 
rescue him from a love-struck minotaur and cyclops, who have kidnapped William Shakespeare, and are 
holding him captive until he delivers a poem to celebrate their unusual interspecies love. 
 
Strategy:  Zarg and Zarga will open a dimensional portal that transports the party to a field of grain at 
the height of harvest.  Once through, the portal disappears.  The party’s only means of returning to the 
extra-terrestrials is a magic whistle given to Chubbernut by Zarg, which, once blown, will open a return 
portal.  At the edge of the field, is a large wooden barn, with several grain silos next to it.  The Minotaur, 
named Mullikas, and the Cyclops, Kükloop, are residing within the barn.    
 
It turns out that the reasons that the Minotaur and the Cyclops kidnapped Shakespeare in the first place 
is that they had exactly the same idea that Zarg and Zarga had, namely that they want the noted poet 
and playwright to compose a poem celebrating their own love—you see the Minotaur is a heifer and the 
Cyclops is a man and their interspecies love is not to be denied.  They dream of having a happy house 
filled with a herd of one-eyed calves traipsing around the front yard.  They will not release Shakespeare 
until they have a poem of their own.  In terms of personality, the couple should be portrayed as love-
struck teenagers.  They continually proclaim their love for each other saying things such as, “Every time 
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I look in your eye, it’s like a telescope to the depths of my own soul!” or “I wish for nothing more than 
to be accompanied to sleep each night by the sweet lowing of my beloved heifer!”   
 
Shakespeare is imprisoned up on a loft, accessible only by a wooden ladder.  He has thus far refused to 
write a poem for the couple, claiming that he simply cannot “produce a work of art on demand” and he 
cannot be inspired by the diabolical and bestial union of man and beast.  On this matter, he appears to 
be a prude to the point of enduring some degree of suffering to uphold his principles.   
 
Mullikas and Kükloop are peaceful.  They will defend themselves, if attacked.  They are young adults 
and even individually possess sufficient might to destroy the party.  Clearly, violence is not a solution to 
this delve.  Mullikas, and Kükloop will allow the party to climb up into the loft and “try to talk some 
sense” into Shakespeare.  The DM must emphasize that there is not enough space to open the portal on 
the loft.  There, the party will find that the poet is obstinate in his refusal to write a poem for the 
couple.  If the party presses him to get to work, he will say, “If you are so keen on the idea, why don’t 
you write them a poem?”  That is the best solution to this delve.  The party must compose a poem (a 
quatrain at the very least) celebrating the love of Mullikas, and Kükloop.  Chubbernut or another party 
member must then attribute the poem to Shakespeare and read it to the couple—Shakespeare never 
performs his own work.   
 
When this reading is complete, the happy couple will release the poet, who can be taken outside and 
dragged through the portal leading to the alternate dimension of Zarg and Zarga.  Once there and 
introduced to his new task of providing a love poem for the daughter of the alien overlords, 
Shakespeare exclaims, “Out of the frying pan and into the fire!”  He can turn to the party and declare, 
“You rescued me from the Minotaur and Cyclops for this?” 
 
Advice:  Once Shakespeare is delivered to Zarg and Zarga, they prompt Shakespeare (at the point of a 
ray gun) to provide a short poem containing relationship advice to be shared with Chubbernut.  The 
following verse is provided.   
 
             “Love is a smoke raised with the fume of sighs;  
             Being purged, a fire sparkling in lovers' eyes;  
             Being vex'd a sea nourish'd with lovers' tears:  
             What is it else? a madness most discreet,  
             A choking gall and a preserving sweet.” 
  -Romeo and Juliet 
 
Creature Stats:  The statistics for minotaurs and cyclops can be found in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) 
respectively on pages 190 and 46. 
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14.  The Draculas, Count and Countess 

 
The Draculas, Count and Countess 
 
Description:  Vampires need love like anyone else, perhaps more so, because the burden of immortality 
is heavy.  Time progresses slowly.  Love is a salve on the unholy lesion that is the life-in-death of a 
vampire.  These vampires have a secret wish.  The nature of this wish they will most certainly not 
divulge, especially to uncouth strangers such as Chubbernut and his ilk.  However, they need a djinni to 
grant this wish.  They previously sent a henchman to retrieve this djinni, but the servant never returned.  
They will not share the advice that Jöelle has charged them to bestow until that djinni stands in their 
midst.  To this end, the party must submit.   
 
Locale:  The Draculas live in a hereditary, gothic, vampiric castle.  Although once intended to suit the 
needs of the living, it has been ages since such a purpose was served in this castle.  The undead need 
few of the necessities of life and the castle reveals the dearth of these provisions.  There is no food, no 
beds, no medical supplies.  There is only the unceasing echoes of those who have met grim fates within 
these walls to temporarily waylay the insatiable hunger of the lords of this domain.
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A werebat, a talking pig and a djinni 
 
Task:  The party is seated a long formal banquet table with the count at one end, the countess at the 
other and the characters arranged along either side.  “Welcome.  Certainly,” the count says, addressing 
himself to Chubbernut, “we will happily satisfy your quest, out of deference to the dear Joëlle, but first 
we must ask a minor favor of you.  There is a djinni, an elemental of air, currently dwelling in our cellar.  
We would like to speak to him, but he is a solitary fellow.  Some time ago, we sent a manservant, a 
trusted werebat, down to the cellar to invite the djinni to our table, but the manservant, most 
disappointingly, never returned.  We fear he is lost.”  The vampire shrugs in a not altogether convincing 
display of sympathy.  “We ask that you and your companions step below and convince the djinni to join 
us for a conversation at the table.  Then we will be quite willing to impart the advice that you seek.”  In 
parting the Countess says, “Once again...welcome to my house. Come freely. Go safely; and leave 
something of the happiness you bring.”† 
 
†Bram Stoker, Dracula 
 
Strategy:  Everything that the vampire had related to the party is true.  There is a djinni in their cellar, 
although dungeon might be a better word.  It is also true that they sent a manservant down below to 
summon the djinni to their presence and that servant never returned.  There is also much that the 
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vampire did not reveal.  The dungeon possesses a maze-like structure that serves no clearly conceivable 
purpose.  Perhaps, the pattern of rooms and hallways serves an occult function.  Regardless, this djinni, 
like all djinn, grants wishes to those whom it chooses and twists the interpretation of the wish in order 
to bring misfortune to the one casting the wish to the greatest extent possible.  Scholars suppose that 
some djinn engage in this perverse practice in an attempt to dissuade humanity from their greedy and 
short-sighted ways.  Other scholars, simply chalk it up to the otherworldly nature of the djinn, who 
share different values that do the rest of us. 
 
As is depicted in the map at the end of this section, the dungeon is split into three tiers, connected by 
long staircases of many hundred steps.  The topmost layer, the upper courtyard as it is called by the 
djinn is filled with statues constructed of gold, platinum, mithril and other precious metals or else cut in 
a thousand facets from diamond, sapphires and rubies.  These priceless statues are the remnants of 
previous petitioners who wished for immortality and wealth.  Here they remain both untouched and 
ensconced in unparalleled luxury.  Upon approaching the djinni, the werebat was offered a wish as an 
alternative to fulfilling his master’s mission.  The werebat wished for immortality and wealth.  A solid 
gold statues of the werebat, wings outstretched, rests in the central chamber of the upper courtyard. 
 
The second level, the wishing well, has at its center an endless hole that leads to a portal to the 
elemental plane of air.  In this well dwells the djinni.  When the party enters this central chamber, the 
djinni is alerted to their presence.  He appears, issuing in smoke from the well.  He listens to the party 
present the vampire’s invitation.  He then says that he has something more profitable in mind.  He 
offers the party a wish.  He addresses himself to the party member with the lowest will.  The djinni 
attempts a diplomacy check to convince the party member to accept the offer.  If the check succeeds, 
then the party member attempts to convince the other members of the party, including Chubbernut, of 
simply making their own wish.  They could for example simply wish for Chubbernut to find his true love, 
which would it seems complete their quest.  Of course, the djinni will find a way to deliberate 
misinterpret the request.  Should the party refuse to succumb to the temptation to make a wish, they 
will have passed the first test of the djinni. 
 
The djinni will reluctantly agree to accompany the party to the Count’s table if they retrieve something 
he lost on the third level, the lower courtyard, of the dungeon.  If they ask what it is, the djinni will 
smile and only tell them, “You will know it when you see it.”  As the party leaves, the djinni calls after 
them, “Oh, and please don’t damage it!  That would be a terrible shame.”  What the djinni wants is an 
enormous pot-bellied pig running loose in the gardens of the lower courtyard.  There are no doors on 
any chambers in the lower courtyard, so the pig, which weighs about 200 pounds, has a full run of the 
place.  Moreover, the pig reclines in puddles filled with mud and slimy fungi, so it is as slick as—well—a 
greased pig.  The party needs to chase down the pig.  If the party doesn’t come up with a plan to trap it, 
endurance checks should be made when the party becomes exhausted.  Dexterity checks have to be 
made to successfully grab hold of the pig.  Athletics checks can be made to hold it still until it can be 
tied up.  Acrobatics checks can be made to jump out of the way should the party anger it and cause it to 
charge.   
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Once the party captures the pig, they must carry the wriggling mass up two hundred stairs to the 
wishing well.  When they arrive at the well, the djinni appears smiling and pleased with himself.  
“Throw it in!” he orders.  If the characters throw it in, just as quickly as the pig dropped in, a thousand 
strips of bacon will be spit out of the well.  They are delicious!  All carnivorous party members are 
invited to partake by the djinni.  Vegetarians are teased and ridiculed by the djinni, who smacks his lips 
and sucks bacon strips as if they were popsicles.   
 
When the feast is over, the djinni accompanies them back up to the surface.  He is quite proud of all the 
statuary and will tell stories of the particular wish that corresponded to each statue.  The djinni exhibits 
no remorse.   
 
When the party returns to the table, the Count and Countess are surprised but pleased to see the party 
in the company of the djinni.  “What smells like bacon?” asks the countess.  The djinni points at several 
of the characters who partook of the feast.  “They all ate like pigs!” he laughs.  “It’s still in their blood.  
If you take a sip from them quickly, you’ll taste some bacony goodness.”  The characters can nervously 
catch a moment of indecision flash across the expressions of the Countess and her husband.  They 
maintain their composure.  They invite the djinni, Chubbernut and the rest of the party to their table.  
Here they dispense their advice before sending the party back to Joëlle.   
 
Note:  Should the party succumb to the temptation and make a wish, the party might have Joëlle 
intervene.  The party can make up back at the oracle’s grotto.  She can deliver a strict lecture on staying 
on focus then send them back to the vampires’ castle. 
 
Advice:  The Count says to his wife, “There are darknesses in life and there are lights, and you are one 
of the lights, the light of all lights.”†  He turns to Chubbernut and says, “No one but a woman can help a 
man when he is in trouble of the heart.  No man knows till he experiences it, what it is like to feel his 
own life-blood drawn away into the woman he loves.”†  The Countess also says to Chubbernut, “Cherish 
your wife, lest loneliness sit over your roof with brooding wings.”† 
 
†Bram Stoker, Dracula 
 
Creature Stats:  The statistics for vampires and pigs (juvenile dire boar, first level) can be found in the 
Monster Manual (4th Ed.) respectively on pages 258, and 35.  The statistics for djinn can be found in the 
Monster Manual 2 (4th Ed.) on page 71.   
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15.  Steve and Shirley, Zombie Groom and Bride 

 
Steve and Shirley, Zombie Groom and Bride 
 
Description:  Not even the apocalypse can entirely root out love.  Steve and Shirley, survivors (of a sort) 
of a virus that turned the entire world into zombies, still feel the faint pulse of love in their undead 
hearts.  Like any young couple, they dream of publicly declaring their undying love for each other before 
a congregation of their assembled friends.  However, keeping touch with one’s acquaintances when 
they are all undead is a difficult task, owing largely to the tendency of undead to fail to maintain a 
permanent address, preferring instead to wander (some would call it haunt) the lands, expressing the 
fury of the indignity of their fate on any hapless living passerby that crosses their path. 
 
Locale:  The party arrives in apocalyptic ruins.  The sky is clouded over with a gray smog, through a dim 
orange sun casts a sickly light over a city full of buildings that are in a state of partial collapse.  A river. 
black in color, acidic to touch, and foul of taste, sluggishly runs through the center of the city separating 
it into eastern and western halves.  Before the party is a stone cathedral from which the roof has been 
torn by some past gale.  The party is initially greeted by Steve, a decomposing zombie in a poor state of 
unhealth.   
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a host of undead, invited to Steve and Shirley’s wedding 
 
Task:  The party is to distribute wedding invitations to five undead friends of Steve and Shirley, 
including a mummy, Steve’s best man, a ghost, Shirley’s bridesmaid, an undead voodoo shaman, to 
consecrate the holy sacrament of matrimony, a lich, to serve as father of the bride, and a skeleton to 
serve as an oversized combination of ring bearer and flower girl. 
 
Strategy:  As shown in the map at the end of this delve, the party encounters Steve, the groom, at the 
end of the entry hall to the crypt.  Steve explains the situation.  He requests that the party locate his 
best man, a mummy named Marcus, and his niece, Louise, a skeleton that will serve as ring bearer and 
flower girl.  These two will be found in one of the many crypts in the cathedral.  Steve doesn’t 
remember just where they will be found, as that portion of his brain seems to have ceased functioning.  
He also indicates that the party should look for his bride, Shirley, also a zombie, as she has guests that 
must be invited.  As for the advice required to complete Joëlle’s quest, that is forthcoming from the 
priest, only after the wedding ceremony is completed.   
 
Steve will not accompany the party.  If the return to this point later, they will discover that Steve has 
wandered off.  He will not be found until the party has gathered all four guests and lead them to the 
altar, where the groom will be waiting with his bride.   
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Marcus the Mummy lies in a stone coffin in a crypt at the Northwest of the cathedral.  He is slumbering 
deeply and will have to be shaken to be awoken.  Once he is awoken, he will describe to the party that 
the great friendship between himself and Steve was forged on the rugby field.  He will describe 
laconically a variety of violent maneuvers that took place during play at a level of detail at which no 
player can be expected to maintain any level of sustained interest.  He will tag along (slowly) behind 
the party as they seek out the other guests, continually describing heroic plays made by either himself 
(actually usually himself) or Steve. 
 
Louise the Skeleton lies in a broken stone coffin in a crypt at the Northeast of the cathedral.  Her grave 
has been robbed and she does not possess the ring that she supposes she needs to fulfill her role as ring 
bearer.  (In truth, Steve has a replacement ring in his pocket.)  She frets hysterically over the loss of the 
ring.  To make matters worse, Louise was buried with the flowers that she presumes she needs to fulfill 
her role as flower girl.  Of course, these flowers have completely wilted and are as brittle as dry leaves.  
They continue to crumble with each step Louise takes.  At some point, she will lose her balance and 
stumble into the back of one of the characters, completely disintegrating the flowers.  She will blame 
this loss wholly on the clumsiness of the character.  She too will obediently follow the party as they 
search for other party members.  Once Marcus is in her company, she will periodically tell the mummy 
to shut up about his inane rugby exploits.  For his part, Marcus will mock her, “Oh, what nice flowers 
your have!  They match your hair, nasty and brittle!” 
 
The party will also encounter the less than lovely bride, Shirley, as anxious as any living bride on her 
wedding day.  She is dressed in a ratty bridal gown, made all the more hideous by thoughts of the 
joyous occasion for which it was originally intended.  Shirley will implore the party to find two guests 
for her, her bridesmaid, Gertrude the ghost, and her father, Shirley Sr., a lich.  As with Steve, Shirley will 
not accompany the party in their search, though she bids them good luck.  She will not be seen again 
until the party enters the main chamber with all four guests.   
 
Gertrude the Ghost lies in a crypt along the east wall.  The party will find her pacing (hovering) back and 
forth in the crypt.  She is worried that the ghostly sheets in which she is now adorned make her “look 
fat”.  She will demand that each party tell her if the bridesmaid gown makes her look fat.  If even a 
single party member declares this to be the case, Gertrude will shriek, “I knew it!” and refuse to 
accompany the party.  The only way to convince Gertrude to accompany the party is to convince her 
that she looks lovely.  Use diplomacy checks as necessary.  Characters who initially told her that she 
“looks fat” suffer a -4 penalty on subsequent diplomacy checks.  Employing flattery, such as, “The 
translucent nature of your state makes you appear lithe and weightless,” grants a +4 bonus to 
diplomacy checks or can cancel a penalty.  Gertrude will unabashedly fish for compliments. 
 
Shirley Sr., the lich, lies in a crypt along the west wall.  He is fourteenth level and does not take to 
being trifled with.  He is disappointed in Shirley’s choice of husband, thinking that his daughter has 
married beneath her station.  He will leave the crypt until the party has stated five positive things about 
Steve the groom.  None of them need be true.   
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To reach the main altar, the party must pass a central brazier, filled with flaming coals.  It is hot and 
smoky but harmless.  Then they must either pass through a hall of incense (on the west) or a pathway 
through a shallow bath located between two stone statues of black pumas.  Either path serves as a 
ceremonial ablution before entering the altar.  Characters of evil alignment take d6 damage in the bath.  
Characters of good alignment take d6 damage in the incense.  Characters of neutral alignment take no 
damage in either path.  Characters of evil alignment who chose to enter the main chamber through the 
incense pathway irreversibly gain resistance of 5 to necrotic damage.  Similarly, characters of good 
alignment who chose to enter the main chamber through the bath pathway irreversibly gain resistance 
of 5 to radiant damage. 
 
Once in the main chamber, the party finds Steve and Shirley at the altar but the minister is missing.  
Someone from the party must collect the Shaman from his office, where he has been impatiently 
waiting for the guests to arrive.  “Finally,” he huffs.  “People must think a shaman has nothing to do all 
day but sit around and marry undead!”   
 
Before the shaman leaves the office, he asks the party to give him the honorarium that Steve and 
Shirley must have certainly provided them for this purpose.  The shaman will not believe that his 
services were not to be compensated.  The party will have to come up with a minimum of 10 gp (or 
something of similar value) in order for the shaman to agree to conduct the ceremony.  Anything less 
than 25 gp, however, and he will sulk, as he marches to the altar. 
 
The DM is left to his or her own resources to conduct a touching wedding ceremony.  Feel free to 
incorporate elements or anecdotes from the real weddings of any players present, should they be 
married.  Any character who cries during the ceremony receives a permanent +1 to Charisma. 
 
Advice:   After the touching wedding is completed, the minister will share this information with the 
party.  It will boom forth from his sonorous voice through-out the main chamber of the cathedral.  After 
his reading is complete, the party will be magically transported back to Joëlle.   
 
“They that love beyond the world cannot be separated by it.  Death cannot kill what never dies.  Nor 
can spirits ever be divided, that love and live in the same divine principle, the root and record of their 
friendship.” –William Penn, Some Fruits of Solitude, 1682. 
 
Creature Stats:  The statistics for zombies, skeletons, mummies, ghost, liches and undead voodoo 
shaman (treat as Crimson Acolyte) can be found in the Monster Manual (4th Ed.) respectively on pages 
274, 234, 192, 116, 176 and 210.  There is no cause for the party to engage in combat with any of 
these undead creatures.  Most of them, certainly the lich, can dispose of an entire low level party with 
very little effort.  The DM should give the undead some restraint but they will certainly defend 
themselves if attacked. 
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16.  Joëlle and Marcos, Star-crossed Lovers 

 
Joëlle and her true love, Marcos, a conquistador who left for the promise of riches in the New World and 
never returned. 
 
Description & Locale:  Once the party has completed all of the first fifteen delves (or at least as many of 
them as the DM requires in order for Jöelle to be convinced of Chubbernut’s worthiness for true love), 
Jöelle produces a sixteenth and final card and lays it on the table.  When Chubbernut touches this final 
card, he and the party are teleported back in time to a wharf on a Mediterranean seaside city where 
they observe a visibly younger Jöelle bidding her amour, Marcos, farewell as he departs on a large ship 
bound for unknown lands on an exploratory mission seeking riches and glory. 
 
Should the party attempt to disrupt the threads of time and warn Jöelle, in the short time remaining 
before the ship leaves dock, that if she allows Marcos to depart, she will never see him again, Jöelle will 
sigh and whisper, “Have you learned nothing?  To love is to open oneself up to endless sacrifice.”  The 
ship departs. 
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The younger Jöelle leads the party from the wharf, through the city and into the surrounding woods.  
They travel most of the morning, venturing deeper into the woods.  If questioned, Jöelle will only reply 
that she played in these woods as a young girl.  Within the woods, the party may spot deer and a 
variety of song birds but no threatening creatures, men or animals.  Eventually, Jöelle leads the party to 
a secluded meadow, surrounded by a thick growth of trees on all sides.  In the center of the meadow is 
a small lake.  The magic of this place can be palpably sensed even by those who do not ordinarily 
possess such abilities.   Within this glade, Chubbernut finds his true love, a faerie, Princess Pie. 
 

 
Princess Pie, a faerie, and her true love, Chubbernut the Bullywug Bard 
 
Task:  Roleplay the awkward romance between frog prince and faerie princess. 
 
Strategy:  Princess Pie, a lovely faerie, is reluctant to marry a frog, no matter how noble his heart may 
be.  The DM should convince the party that it is there task to convince Princess Pie to marry Chubbernut.  
Before the romance completely falls into destructive bickering, Jöelle appears with a magical helmet, 
which when worn, makes Chubbernut appear as a handsome prince to Princess Pie, and only to Princess 
Pie.  Everyone else just sees Chubbernut wearing a frog-shaped helmet.  This solution satisfies Princess 
Pie, who is ultimately, a pragmatist. 
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Conclusion 

When the party accompanies Chubbernut and Princess Pie back to the bullywug palace, they will 
sadly discover that Chubbernut’s father, Chuckernut IV, has died during their absence.  A combination 
funeral/wedding/coronation ceremony ensues.  Afterward, Chubbernut opens the vaults to the party, 
where each receives a frog-themed magical item of their choosing and a 1000 gp for their trouble. 

Frog-themed magical items include but are not limited to: 
 

● necklace of long-distance croaking 
When worn, this necklace allows one to generate low frequency bullfrog croaks that carry for miles.  

With a little practice, the user can send disturbing messages to friends and foe alike over distances as 
long as three miles.  

 
● boots of hopping 

When worn, these boots along one to jump twenty feet high, or twenty feet in length (no running 
start required) or forty feet in length (with full running start). 
 
● ring of armored warts 

When worn, this potion covers the drinker in unsightly warts which happens to grant an additional 
+3 to armor class.   
 
● ring of poison slime 

When worn, this potion covers the drinker in a translucent slime which poisons anyone who touches 
the wearer (5 points poison damage per turn.  Save ends.)  Arrows can be wiped in poison for similar 
effect.   
 
● tiara of tongue flicking 

When worn, this tiara grants the wearer to flick out his/her tongue distances up to ten feet, 
retrieving small items, such as cups or keys.  Also can be used as an attack, doing d4 damage, plus 
temporary blindness for a successful hit in the eye.  
 
● backpack of homunculus clone 

Some mother frogs bear their eggs on their back until their tadpoles hatch.  This frogskin backpack 
contains a miniature clone of the wearer who will spring out upon command.  This functions until the 
homunculus is killed in battle, after which it is useless and begins to stink. 

 
Additionally, DMs can distribute experience points, as suits them.  Completion of all sixteen delves 

should result in sufficient experience to raise all characters in the party at least two levels.     
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Appendix I.  Delve Summaries 

 
1.  Lady Pelingildis and Lord Ýridhrendaer, Elven nobility of the Forest Realm 
 Task:  Retrieve bath salts; sample the pools of the magical spa. 

2.  Auntie Olka "Small-Anvil" Bertafind and Uncle Bworfleby, Dwarven Mine Mistress and Master 
 Task:  Retrieve gem by creating romantic story using story-telling dice 

3.  Queen Teagan and King Aengus, Royalty of the West 
 Task:  Rescue Peach Lass by making forest witch feel good about herself. 

4.  Samurai Hojo Takamoki and Lady Cho Aichiyo, Nobility of the East 
 Task:  Exercise compassion, restraint and patience in helping three strangers climb a mountain. 

5.  Siegfried and Brunhilde, Viking Masters of the North 
 Task:  Obtain a magical icicle by creating an opera via Madlibs and performing it. 

6.  Cleopatra and Tutankhamun, Pharaohs of the South 
 Task:  Visit Anubis and Horus, extract promise and arrange eclipse. 

7.  Mistress Eris and Master Aglor, Sky Lords 
 Task:  Interpret the dreams of a Kenku Witch Doctor so that she relinquishes a stolen egg. 

8.  King Poseidon and Queen Amphitrite, Lords of the Deep 
 Task:  Tell the fortunes of an unruly squid and fish, urging them to obey the King of the Sea. 

9.  Conan and Sonya, Rulers of the Barbarian Hordes 
 Task:  Survive a gladiatorial encounter in which they are unfortunate bystanders. 

10.  Liocheles and Iomacha, Priest and Priestess of the Black Scorpion Cult 
 Task:  Fill a vial with poison from the stinger of a half-elf/half-scorpion scrider. 

11.  Hydrodynastes Gigas and Medusa, Snake Lords 
 Task:  Deliver a love letter through a maze to Medusa 

12.  Croen Gwyrdd and Wyneb Hyll, Troll Chieftain and Chieftainess 
 Task:  Discover evidence of an insurrection being plotted by the troll chieftain’s nephew. 

13.  Zarg and Zarga, Alien Overlords 
 Task:  Rescue Shakespeare by composing a love poem for a Minotaur/Cyclops couple. 

14.  The Draculas, Count and Countess 
 Task:  Escort a wish-granting djinn to the castle of a pair of vampires. 

15.  Steve and Shirley, Zombie Groom and Bride 
 Task:  Assemble the wedding guests for a marriage of undead. 

16.  Joëlle and Marcos, Star-crossed Lovers 
 Task:  Convince Princess Pie to marry Chubbernut.   
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Appendix II.  Mistress Joëlle’s Deck of Magical Cards 

 
The following three pages provide the images for a deck of the magical cards used by Mistress Joëlle.  
The first fifteen cards correspond to the first fifteen delves.  The sixteenth, that of Joëlle and Marcos, is 
revealed only when Joëlle is satisfied that Chubbernut is worthy of true love.  The seventeenth card 
featuring Chubbernut and Princess Pie is revealed only at the end, when Chubbernut and Princess Pie 
agree to provide advice just as the other couples in the cards have, when a new pilgrim comes to Joëlle 
for advice.  The last card is an extra card, not used in this module. 
 
The following three pages can be printed on cardstock and cut to form physical copies of Mistress 
Joëlle’s Deck of Magical Cards. 
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Appendix III.  Bloopers and Outtakes 

 
The first merpeople cast as Poseidon and Amphitrite turned out to be too stiff. 

 

 
The Scottish-themed delve was abandoned when the bagpiper upset the highlander. 
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The delve with the chef ended poorly when the kuo-toa took issue with the choice of entree. 

 

 
The fishing delve also was abruptly cancelled. 
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The snake-juggling jester delve suffered due to time constrictions. 

 

 
The dynamite juggling jester delve blew up in our faces. 
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The delve where the skeleton was x-rayed, after reflection, just didn’t make any sense. 

 

 
Our make-up artist quit after the actors criticized his face paint. 
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Worst of all, Jöelle’s new French boyfriend, Aramis, was constantly coming around the set, spoiling the 
on-screen chemistry between Jöelle and Marcos.  We tried to ban him from the studio, but that threw 
Jöelle into such a conniption that we rescinded the ban and instead quarantined him to Jöelle’s trailer 

where he was at least out of sight. 
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Appendix IV.  An Apocryphal History of Chubbernut 

The egg that would become Chubbernut, a jelly sphere, floating among the rushes of a mountain 
glen, was deposited in water and muck as amphibian genetic tradition dictates musts be done.  Here in 
the far fringes of W. Barem where never a human foot had settled in the loam, forever furrowing the 
land with an unholy crease, resided the last of a race of frogs, gifted by an angelic miracle with self-
awareness and powers of cognition to rival those of higher-order primates.  The average among these 
had brainpower equivalent to that of Australopithecus afarensis and, like the entire genus 
Australopithecus, they were doomed to extinction after only a geological blink of an eye.  The angelic 
miracle that had forged them was ebbing away, receding from their souls and leaving them with each 
passing generation more like their humble kin.  Theirs was the fate of the giant sloths, who also were 
living out the end of their allotted time in the crags of W. Barem. 

After transmuting into the mature amphibian form with lungs and without a tail, Chubbernut left the 
pond and his ailing society.  Indeed, frog society was in decline, day on day, the reapers knocked on 
their doors, slaying the intellectuals and philosophers and crowning as fatuous monarch the basest of 
them all.  The angels had deserted them.  The cherubim and seraphim who had sung with golden words 
and planted peach groves in the paleolithic days, before the frogs looked upward from the murk, had 
titled their shining visages heavenward and ascended to paradise from this cold mountain purgatory. 

The frogs lamented their going, but as they passed into the rushing solar wind, darkness again 
ensconced the frogs and they did not recall the angelic host.  Some begged the few remaining for 
explanation or solace to which they replied only, "The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest 
the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth:  so is every one that is 
born of the Spirit."  This wasn't helpful. 

It is possible that the entire course of events related so far is entirely a dream, related by an 
unstable amphibian intellect.  Chubbernut, while brilliant even by human standards was prone to 
psychosis, breakdown of reason, hallucinations, and inexplicable periods of euphoria.  He is not a 
reliable source and no one, let alone an explorer of sound and analytical mind, has ever crossed into the 
far fringes of W. Barem and sought out the truth of these matters.  Chubbernut does though have a 
powerful affinity for peaches, he regards them as one of the last reminders in his life of that dreamlike 
angelic touch which pervades the twisted and convoluted cities of his memory.  Chubberut lives to 
regain the angelic brilliance of the brook in which he was placed as an egg.  He sings always of the 
clarity of the crystal springs of the mountain heights and the mosses and algae of the stones.  He is 
troubled that the angels inexplicably abandoned the cold mountain tops, citing as reason only the nature 
of wind and spirit. 

So it is that Chubbernut struggles in his mind with the nature of wind and spirit.  The clouds, 
breezes, and thunderous tempests are awe to him, that he might belch with the voice of sky. 

 
This history was made available through the industrious psychic explorations of Mr. H. E. Gorton. 
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Appendix V.  Hymn to Ramenos  

 
Hymn to Ramenos, Lord of the Bullywugs 

 
All glories to our sonorous king, 

In timeless sleep enshrined 
and leprous muck submerged. 
Slime-Giver, Degenerate Lord! 

Hurrah, Hurrah! 
In sunless grottoes we belch forth 

thy singular praise 
And in aqueous murk croak thy vespers! 

Dolorous Forefather, Hurrah, Hurrah! 
Blighted with festering disease 
thy body haunts our dreams. 
for thy resurrection we pine, 

O, Sleeping Patriarch, Hurrah, Hurrah! 
Come hither from the shadows! 

Swim no more in depthless sepulcher, 
Wither not! 

 
Three chambers have our hearts 

And all grieve equally 
to behold thee so consumed! 

Gills we forsook to follow 
Thy terrestrial ways 

let them lead us not into temptation, 
but by thy magic, deliver us from evil 

for thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever. 
Hurrah, Hurrah! 

 
 

—Chubbernut, Frog-Bard, High Priest in-Waiting and Crown Prince to the Bullywug Throne 
 
 

This prayer was made available through the intrepid ethnographic efforts of Mr. H. E. Gorton. 
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Appendix VI.  Assorted Historical Notes 

 
● There were three nations of Barem, North, South, and West. The South was always the most 

powerful as it was the largest, and the West was sparsely populated. The North was less stable 
and suffered repeated invasions. 

● At an unclear time, the three nations were united, probably by leaders from the South. 
● A river, whose name is now forgotten, runs along the southern border of W. and S. Barem, 

turning north and running along the eastern border of N. and S. Barem. 
● During the time in which Chubbernut was raised there, little of historical importance happened; 

the epic conflict, which would later rend the region asunder was at least a millennium distant. 
● It was during this time, that the sage Aenechiru lived. Aenechiru was known for his miraculous 

works of craftsmanship, which even centuries after their making still overpowered the brilliant 
devices of King Ezaram of Barem. Among these, was the Red Shield of Ixuru and multiple other 
unnamed artifacts. 

● As detailed in “An Episode of Insanity”, Qebhsenuf was alleged to be a work of Aenechiru. 
● During Chubbernut’s life, the island races laid their observation of nature on tablets in libraries 

that were later obliterated or hidden and lost. 
● One cannot omit mention of the sloths and the peach grove of W. Barem. Who knows what the 

sloths knew that was lost?  Nothing is known of the places they lived nor do many traces 
remain of their passing save bones. But they were alive in the times of Chubbernut.  

● Per the story of Ur Syan and Gorgonio, the unborn and seraphic spirit of Ur Syan wandered the 
Earth in those days. So too did Gorgonio. 

● This is before the days of Seniaxu and Banaraxu, so they are not relevant. 
● In the crook of the once-named river is a city that will later be called Gnec (gə-neck). 
● To the south of the river are the lands of Anayang—beyond them, who knows? 
● The fabled stone-crowned Kings of the Eyu ruled some 5,000 square miles of marsh land and 

temperate forest east of the north flowing section of the river. 
 
These historical notes were provided courtesy of Mr. H. E. Gorton. 
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Appendix VII.  Chubbernut Character Sheet 

The following three pages provide a sample character sheet for Chubbernut the bullywug bard.  His 
heroic abilities represent his royal lineage.  This character sheet corresponds to the Fourth Edition of 
Dungeons and Dragons.   This character sheet is a non-editable print-out of the excellent, editable 
character sheets available from GNO Gaming (http://www.gnogaming.com/4th-edition/character-
sheets). 
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Character Sheet 
 For Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition

  SURGES  ACTION POINTS
SURGES USED

 EQUIPMENT

ITEM WEIGHT LOCATION

TOTAL WEIGHT

 WEALTH

ASTRAL DIAMOND

PLATINUM PIECES

GOLD PIECES

SILVER PIECES

COPPER PIECES

GEMS/JEWELRY*
* GOLD PIECE VALUE

QTY

RACE

PLAYER NAME ALIGNMENT

SIZEAGE GENDER HEIGHT WEIGHT

CLASS LEVELPARAGON 
PATH

EPIC 
DESTINY

NEEDED 
EXPERIENCE

CURRENT 
EXPERIENCE

CHARACTER NAME

 FEATS

 RACIAL FEATURES

 LANGUAGES

 CLASS/PATH/DESTINY

 ATTACKS & POWERS

 OTHER VALUABLES

DEITY

 DEFENSES

AC 10+1/2 LVL ARMOR CLASS FEAT

= + + +
ENH MISC MISC

+ + +
ABIL

+
ABIL CLASS10+1/2 LVL

= + +
MISC.

+FORTITUDE

TOTAL CONDITIONAL BONUSES

= + + +REFLEX

= + + +WILL

 RESISTANCE

STR
STRENGTH BASE RACIAL ENHANCE

CON
CONSTITUTION BASE RACIAL ENHANCE MOD+1/2  LVLMODIFIER

INT
INTELLIGENCE BASE RACIAL ENHANCE MOD+1/2  LVLMODIFIER

WIS
WISDOM BASE RACIAL ENHANCE MOD+1/2  LVLMODIFIER

CHA
CHARISMA BASE RACIAL ENHANCE MOD+1/2  LVLMODIFIER

 HIT POINTS
MAX HP CURRENT DAMAGE

TEMP HP

 INITIATIVE
DEX+1/2 LVL ARMOR SPECIAL MOVEMENTBASEMISC

= + = +
MODIFIER

MISC.

+

+

+

FEAT

+

+

+

ENH

+

+

+

MISC

+

 ABILITY SCORES

BLOODIED
(1/2 HP)

SURGES

SURGE VALUE 
(1/4 HP)

CONDITIONAL BONUSES

SECOND WIND 
(1/ENCOUNTER)

DEX
DEXTERITY BASE RACIAL ENHANCE MOD+1/2  LVLMODIFIER

ACTION POINTS USEDCURRENT

 
 PASSIVE SENSES

PASSIVE 
INSIGHT

PASSIVE 
PERCEPTION

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS FOR SPENDING ACTION POINTS
SPECIAL SENSES

MILESTONES

 SAVING THROW BONUSES

 SPEED  CONDITIONS

MOD+1/2  LVL

ITEM

+

DEATH SAVE 
FAILURES

ADD. EFFECTS WHILE BLOODIED

 SKILLS

SKILL NAME TOTAL
ABIL+1/2 

LVL
TRAINED

 (+5)
ACROBATICS

ARCANA

ATHLETICS

BLUFF

DIPLOMACY

DUNGEONEERING

ENDURANCE

HEAL

HISTORY

INSIGHT

INTIMIDATE

NATURE

PERCEPTION

RELIGION

STEALTH

STREETWISE

THIEVERY

 ABILITY

DEX

INT

STR

CHA

CHA

WIS

CON

WIS

INT

WIS

CHA

WIS

WIS

INT

DEX

CHA

DEX

ARMORMISC

ABIL CLASS PROF MISC

ATTACK
BONUS 1/2 LVL FEAT ENH FEAT ENH MISC

+

DAMAGE
BONUS ABIL

+

+

DAMAGE DICEATTACK DEFENSE

VS

VS

VS

VS

VS

WEAPON OR POWER PROPERTIES (HIGH CRIT, MAGICAL EFFECTS,  ETC.)
RANGE

+

+

VS +

USAGE

 AT-WILL POWERS

 ENCOUNTER POWERS

 DAILY POWERS

Chubbernut HEG  Natural Chaos

Bullywug Male Medium ? ?

frogbard 1

21

19

14

17

12

22

6 swim 4

4 2 2

1
1

31 31

15

0

Pitchfork 1
Rushweave armor 1
Bubble Pipe 1

✕

✕

✕ 2

2

✕ 4

✕ 2

Common

Increased Volume
Capacious Amphibian
Improved Wart Thickness
Blithe Blessing of Hellbinder

sacrificed for the above feats

Responding chorus of croaks
Incredible Frog sense
Bubblicious Bloating

21
19

17
12
22

14

5

4

2

3

1

6

65

4

2

3

1

6

2

10

10
10
10

2

3

5

6

6

1

4

1

3

1

6

1

1

3

2

6

2

2

8

10

6

6

1

4

1

3

8

6

3

10

3

2

13

2

2

18

18 20 0

3
6

515
14
17

Pitchfork At-Will str ac 1 5 1d10 5

0

0

0

0

0

05

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

5

Croak
Burp
Lick

Jump
Flop
Croak

Bloat - increase to large size
for enc.



 RITUAL SCROLLS
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 MAGICAL ITEMS
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 MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Magical Items
 For Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana

Arcana



POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

Player's Name LevelCharacter Name Campaign

At-Will Powers
 For Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

croak CHA for 1

Arcane Psychic N/A N/A

Standard Ranged Sight 1

1d4 + cha + wis

burp CHA for 1

Arcane Psychic N/A N/A

Standard Ranged Sight 1

3d4 + cha

lick CHA for 1

Arcane Necrotic N/A N/A

Standard Ranged Sight 1

1d6 + str

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon 1

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon



POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

Player's Name LevelCharacter Name Campaign

Encounter Powers
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POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

Jump str ref 1

Martial Force prone N/A

Standard Melee Touch 1

2d4 + 2(str) + prone

Flop str AC 1

Martial Force prone N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

1d6 + 2(cha) + prone

Croak Chorus

Arcane Psychic N/A N/A

Standard Breath Weapon 2

1d4 + 2(str)

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon



POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

Player's Name LevelCharacter Name Campaign

Daily Powers
 For Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

POWER NAME
LEVEL

RESULT

ACCESSORIESPOWER SOURCE DAMAGE TYPE EFFECT TYPE

ACTION RANGE

PREREQUISITE/REQUIREMENT

ATTACK DEFENSE

VS

TARGET

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon

N/A N/A N/A N/A

Standard Melee Weapon
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